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ïttÒjcpfltòcut
ACCEPT THE TRUTH WHEREVER FOUND.

C o lle g e v ille , P a .3 T h u r s d a y , A m guLst 2 7 , 1 8 9 1 .

V o l u m e 17 .
J

Practising Physician,
TRAPPE, Pa. Office at his residence, nearly
opposite Masonic Hall.
jy j- Y. WEBER, M. D.,

Practising Physician,
EVANSBÜRG, PA. Office Hours : — Until 9
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m.
V. K R ISE N , II. !>..

Homeopathic Physician,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Office Hourè
9 a, m.; 6 to 8 p. in.

s.

Until

B. HORMXG, II.

Practising Physician,

EVANSBÜRG, PA.
Telephone in office.
Office Hours until 9 a. in.
J ^ R . B. F. PEACE,

Dentist,
811 De KALB St ., NORRISTOWN, P a .
Branch Office— C o l l e g e v il l e — Tuesday, every
week. Gas administered.
Q h e a p e s t D en tist in Norristown.

N. S. Borneman, D. D. S.,
209 S w e d e S t r e e t ,^( first house
below Main Street, NORRISTOWN, P a .
(Formerly of Boyertown.)
The only place where Pure Nitrous Oxide
(Laughing Gas) is made a specialty for the
painless extraction of teeth. Artificial sets from
$5 to $10. English and German spoken.
jgD W A R D E. LONG,

Attorney-at- Law,
No. 415 SWEDE S t r e e t , Op p ., C o u r t H o u s e ,
NORRISTOWN, P a.
A UGFSTIJS W. BOM BERGER,

Attorney-at-Law,
Land Title and Trust (?&., Building, Nos. 608 and
610 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
Room 23. Take the Elevator. Practices also In
Montgomery county. Norristown Address,
507 West Main Street.
JJO B SO N * HENDRICKS,

Attorneys-at-Law.
NORRISTOWN a n d COLLEGEVILLE.
. All legal business attended to promptly. Also
agents for first-class Stock Fire Insurance Com
panies. Mr. Hendricks will be at his-Cbllegeville Residence every Tuesday all day.

j

m . /iiin iK in iw ,

Justice of the Peace,
COLLEGEVILLE, P a . Legal Papers, Bonds,
Deeds, &c., executed and acknowledgements
taken. Conveyancing and Real Estate
business generally attended to. The
clerking of sales a specialty.
J O H N H. III NSH KKH.

Justice of the Peace,
RAHN STATION, P a . Conveyancer and Gen
eral Business Agent. Clerking of Sales
attended to. Charges reasonable.
a lf m ile north o f Trappe,
J OHNo nH.e-hCASSELBERRY,

Surveyor and Conveyancer.
Sales clerked; sale hills prepared. Orders by
mail will receive prompt attention.
P. O. Address : Grater's Ford.
W

H* PEARSON,

Auctioneer,
P h ie n ix v il l e P, O., Pa.

Residence near Black
Bock, Upper Providence. Will do my best
to fill every engagement satisfactorily.

Q E O . J. HINES,

Auctioneer,
P h œ n ix v ïl l e P. O., Pa.

Residence near Black
Rock, Upper Providence. Prompt atten
tion given to all orders.

E

dw ard

DAVID,
P ain ter and

Paper-Hanger,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA. t ^ “Samples of paper
always on hand.

D

AVID BROS.,
Plum bers,

Gas and Steam Fitters,
1224 North 10th St., & 2816 Germantown Avenue, Philadelphia. Country work
a specialty. Estimates furnished.

O f f ic e s

T

B* WISHER,

Practical Slater,
COLLEGEVILLE, P a . Alwayson hand roofing
slate, slate flagging and roofing felt. All
orders promptly attended to. Also on
hand a lot o f greystdne flagging.
^
J

P . KOONS,

Practical Slater.
RAHN STATION, P a . Dealer in every quality
of Roofing, Flagging, and Ornamental Slates.
Send for estimates and prices.
rpiG E R HOTEL,
AFourth <fc Vine Sts., P liilada.
‘, This old and popular hotel still furnishes the
best accommodations for man and beast. The
bar always supplied with the best liquors and
cigars. Rates : $1\50 per day ; from $4.50 to $0
per week.
*
.
r
« J. W. PLACE, P r o p r ie t o r .
J o h n G u n t h e r , C lerk.

J O S E P H STONE,

Carpet Weaver,
COLLEGEVILLE HOTEL. Rag- carpet woven
in_any style desired. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Good rag carpet for sale at reasonable prices.
T>ENJAHIN GROWTHEli,

Rag Carpet & Rug Weaver.
LOWER PROVIDENCE P. O., Pa. Carpets for
sale. Old Ingrain carpet cut and re-wove ; car
pet laid ; carpet rags called for and carpet de
livered. All orders by mail promptly attended
to. ts=£f~Residence and Looms opposite the
Old Shrawder Mill

S

UNDAY PAPERS.
The different Philadelphia papers delivered
to those wishing to purchase in Collegeville and
Trappe, every Sunday morning.
^lENRY YOST, News Agent.
Collegeville, Pa.
CRAP IRON.
S
Cash prices paid for Scrap Cast Iron, de
livered at the foundry : Machine cast, 50 cents
per 100 ; stove and plow cast, 25 cents per 100 ;
Wrought scrap, 35 cents per 100.

ROBERTS MACHINE WORK8,
CollegevUl«, Pa.

" W h o le A u i r i h e r : 8 4 5 .

of course, we had gone up the pond.
whose hand was unconscious of my fierce, gazed undaunted on the baron. eluded the sound must come from Have you been to breakfast ?’
He lifted the floodgate arid started the
“ ‘I have notr’ 1 said.
“ ‘Tausend sakerment !’ shouted the some other part of the 'Schloss. I
loving pressure, whose ear turned
baron, starting in a rage, ‘dog of an was about to turn and desist from in ~ “ ‘Well, go to the house,’ said he. mill to grind a small grist. Finally he
from words of affection.
From time to time I could distin abbot, what brings you here ? Trundle vestigation when I again felt the icy ‘Tell Kitty (that’s my daughter, the chanced to see the boat with the
guish words through his mutterings, out the shaveling, and set the dogs on blast sweep my face and throat. only one the Yanks didn’t kill) to neighbor in it out in the pond. He
Thoroughly startled, I strained my give you breakfast, and come back ; knew that we sometimes fished from
which told me how the bewildered him.’
“The abbot raised his skinny arm, eyes to see more clearly before me. you can work on the dam to-day. from' the wheel, and with trembling
spirit wrestled with horrible phantoms.
With appalling incongruity he mingled and said in a hollow and solemn voice : They became gradually accustomed to There’s some leaks that need stop hands closed the gate, rushed down
COLLEGEVILLE,
and into the wheel, to find me reeling
the scenes of the bridal chamber and ‘This night twenty years you and I the semi-darkness, and I perceived the ping.’
PENNA.
“So I went over the hill to the and staggering like a drunken man in
the charnel vault, now calling on his met. . I am on my way to the abby ; massive doors swing inward on their
Shaving, Hair Cutting, Shampooing, &c. bride to wrap her grave clothes about follow me.’
iron hinges to admit a tall, dark house. I still had iriy Confederate the water with Kitty in my arms. Hg
Ladies* Bang Cutting a Specialty. The
uniform on, and Mrs. White met me on got us out, but I fell unconscious.
“The abbot retired as he came, no figure in cloak and hood.
her, now bidding the sexton pledge
best establishment in town.
“A priest ?” I thought instantly ; the piazza. I saw tears on her cheeks,
K f PuTlor Opposite Post Office. him a skull of wine.
Terrible as all one daring to hinder or harm the holy
“ The next spring a freshet carried
then the thought was succeeded by and I suppose the uniform reminded the old dam away, and new mills hav
this was to hear and painful to see, I man.
•yyT I - GEORGE, “ ‘To the hangman with him,’ cried another. “Friedrich is not a Catho her of her own boys. I told her 1 ing been built in Jonesboro we re
determined to watch through the
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
the
baron, choking with rage and lic ! Who had summoned him ? The was going to work for Mr. White, and claimed the land where the pond had
night, and the faithful old butler beg
springing
after him. That moment doctor, perhaps !” And then again, that he sent me over for breakfast. been, and the old mill had gone to de
ged to remain also. Indeed, I felt so
nervous and distressed that I was glad the old bell pealed out with a wild who was it that had admitted him ? I So we went in, and she called Kitty, cay. Kitty and I were married last
RAZORS PUT IN FIRST - CLASS ORDER.
of his company. When it wanted but clang from the tower. The baron fell myself had seen this figure pass who soon had my bi’eakfast on the fall. Father and mother lived to see
Opp. Gristoek «fc Vanderslioe’s. two hours of midnight Friedrich fell to the ground.
When they lifted him through doors bolted and barred ! I table. Kitty was about four years our children playing round the ruins
heard his muffled knock ! I saw him, younger than I, the picture of health, of the old mill, and died within a
into a lethargic stupor. I left the bed up he was dead.
jyrA G G IE MACGREGOR,
“ ’Twas said he died in a fit. May now, before me—and yet of a certain cheeks as red as roses. Her spark-, month of each other.
side and went to sit by the fire. Old
Klaus threw on a fresh log and filled a be so. But that very night one of ty I knew that none had - bade him ling eyes kindled a spark in my heart
Dressmaker,
“Now, I ’ve told you the story of
COLLEGEVILLE, P a . Will take work at home glass with Hungarian wine from a flask the holzknechts returning to the .vil enter nor had any hand unclosed the that has never gone out. After break the old mill, and if you come up to the
or can be engaged by the week.
fast I went back, and Kitty went with house and have a cup of coffee before
on the table. I noticed that the old lage from the Riesen up on the hill gates to give him entrance !
me to tend the mill while her father you go "back to town I ’ll show you the
Smitten
with
a
nameless
fear
I
stood,
where
he
had
been
working,
declared
fellow’s hand trembled, and his eyes
RS. S. L. PUGH,
went to breakfast. He showed me the wife I won in the old mill wheel ; and
or
leaned
against
one
of
the
stone
pil
that
as
he
passed
the
tower
he
heard
M TRAPPE, P a., Attends to laying out the were filled with tears. I spoke a few
leaks
in the dam before he went.
lars
for
support.
The
dark
figure
now
the
.old
hell
pealing,
and
saw
a
pro
words of comfort and he sobbed
when you take a look at my daughter
dead, shroud-making, &c.
cession of monks following a bier and moved toward me down the hall.
“In fact I worked a week patching Kitty you’ll see my wife as she was
aloud :
“Alas 1 Herr Hauptman, my mind disappearing within the ruins. Next Nearer—nearer it came, and I saw up the old dam, and after that I work when we entered it that dajr. Two
THE GHOST BELL.
misgives me sadly 1 I fear every mo morning tidings came that the old that I was right—it was the figure of ed in the mill and on the farm and ip years after we were married- an uncle
ment that I shall hear the dismal ring abbot had died the day before at St. a priest. As he passed close beside the garden ; drove the produce to of mine died and left me a farm up in
Wolfgang’s, but where or when he me his cowl fell back and revealed an town, and became more and more Knox county, where we spend part of
It ia many years since I was quarter ing of the ghost dead bell !”
old, wrinkled, ashy face in which were attached to the place and to Ben and our time ; but there’s no place so dear
was
buried nobody ever knew.”
ed with my regiment in Vienna.
At this uncanny title I shivered.
“Old Klaus ceased and sat gazing in set two gleaming eyes—black and Martha White and to Kitty. How I to Kitty and me as the farm on Cedar
Among my acquaintances there was a “But what may that be ?” I asked anx
evil. He looked not to the right nor did love that girl ! I was never so creek, for its soil covers the remains
the fire.
young nobleman in the Imperial iously.
“A strange, wild tale,” I said lightly, to the left, but as he passed up the happy as when listening to the music of dear old Ben and Martha, and here,
Guard—Baron von Steingraff. A finer
“Ach 1 What an old fool I ara. I
unwilling to confess myself moved by wide stair he raised one thin, white of her voice. I shall never forget the besides, are the ruins of the old mill.”
hearted fellow could not be found in forget sometimes, but forgive it.”
his majesty’s dominions nor a better
“But Klaus,” said I, “what did you the story. “Has the ghost hell ever hand above his head, and the dark evenings spent in the big front room H. E. Scott in Chicago News,
sleeve fell back and showed the skinny, before the open fireplace when I was
been heard since that time ?”
soldier in his army. Frank and gay mean.”
withered arm bare to the elbow.
Old
Klaus
shuddered.
“Ay,
sir,”
as a companion, l>e was a favorite with
Ben White’s hired man—Ben and
Klaus bent toward me, his old face
Music in the Treatment of
I stood frozen with terror to the Martha, and Kitty and I. I used to
his own sex, and a good figure arid drawn with fear. “The bell that rings he answered gloomily, “whenever the
Disease.
good property made him not unac out the life of every Yon Steingraff,” soul passes from the body of a Von spot, when a harsh sound smote upon crack hickory nuts and butternuts on
ceptable with old mammas and young said he, with suppressed emotion. I Stiengraff, but I am not willing to be my ear. It was followed by a shrill an old flat-iron, and Kitty popped
The value of music as a therapeutic
daughters.
suppose I looked both startled and in lieve that the evil one dare claim the scream, and old Klaus rushed from com, while the winter wind was whist
method cannot jTet be precisely stated.
Friedrich, however, seemed to be no terested, and the old servant, glad of spirit of my dear young master—one the room and threw himself at my ling outside.
“In summer Kitty and I used to go- Of its wholesale influence in various
marrying man, though he had nothing sympathy and attention, continued in so good and noble as he !” and again feet.
“God have mercy upon us !” he fishing. Sometimes we would go up
misogynistie in his nature. When a hushed voice : “Mayhap you observ the old servant fell to weeping.
forms of disease, however, therè can
our friendship had grown into close ed the monastery near the castle, sir, . “Hush, Klaus, lest you desturb him,” shrieked almost crazed with fright. the pond in the boat, and sometimes be little or no doubt. In making this
when the mill was not running we’d
intimacy I happened to banter him on as you came up the drive. Well, sir, a I said, hastily, although a glance at “The ghost bell j”
Again came the harsh sound—the go down there and get inside the big assertion we do not, of course, assign
the subject of matrimony, but he as long time ago the Baron Steingraff of my poor Friedrich well nigh assured
sured me he had resolved never to that day, who lived then in the schloss me that few sounds would disturb him clanging of an iron bell I It smote wheel and fish in the deep hole. to it any specific or peculiar action.
marry.
higher up in the hills above the Kro- more. Then I paced the room and cruelly upon my sharpened sense— There’s where we generally got the I t is no quack’s nostrum, no reputed
“Not,” said he, “that I have any dis tensee, had a quarrel with the abbot. out into the hall and down the stairs, wild, fitful, irregular—and, God for finest fish. One day we had just got conquerer of ache or ailment. It is
inclination to the matrimonial state, The baron was a fierce and haughty for I heard the sound of horses at the give me ! not as human hands would our fishing tackle out of the mill, and only, as we have already shown in a
was hesitating whether to go up the
but fate, cruel and inexorable, has for man that cared little for church and gates, and I knew that the physician have rung it !
I
flew
up
the
stairs—Klaus
close
be
pond
or down in the wheel, when a recent article, one of those intangible
had
come.
bidden me to enter it.” >
priest, and the abbot was as haughty
neighbor came over and asked us to but effective aids of medicine which
I let him go up alone, while I sat hind me.
I stared at him in silent surprise. in his way, so the fued grew deadlier
In
a
moment
I
was
in
the
baron’s
lend him the boat. He took it, and exert their healthful properties through
for a few moments in the chamber I
After a moment he told me how, when every day.
chamber.
The
physician
laid
his
cold
we went down in the wheel. We’d the nervous system. It is as a mental
a child, he had met a gypsy woman,
“At last the abbot swore on the had been shown to on my arrival. I
hand
on
mine—I
saw
thejtruth
written
been fishing probably an hour, and tonic that music acts. Accordingly
from Bohemia, as he crossed a wood holy relics of St. Wolfgang that he could not take my mind from the
caught some fine ones, when all of a we may naturally expect it to exert its
near the Schloss. She had stopped would excommunicate the baron. And story of the ghost bell. I stole up in his face—
“It is all over,” he said. “He is sudden down poured the water from powers chiefly in those diseases, or as
him, looked into his hand and said :
the baron swore by the cross on his once more to the sick-room.* The
the floodgate above, and the wheel pects of disease, which are due to mor
“Young herr, when you go to marry swordhilt that he would tear thè frock physician sat at the foot of the bed. dead 1”
commenced running. The sudden bid nervous action. The evidence of
a wife take heed. The way to God’s off the abbot’s back and drive him and Friedrich seemed to be sleeping quiet
The Old Mill.
start threw us both down- I got on its utility on occasions where fatigue
his monks out of the monastery. The ly. I hoped this might he a good
altar lies through God’s acres !”
m3r feet in an instant and helped or worry has distubed the proper bal
“Well ?” cried I,- -laughing, “that abbot was as good as his word, and so,, sign, but, to my inquiry, the old physi
“
Do
I
know
any
thing
about
the
Kitty up, and we commenced to tramp ance and retation between the mind
was a safe prophecy. A man cannot on the feast of the blessed St. Wolf cian shook his head sadly.
ruins
of
this
old
mill
?
Well,
yes,
in the direction opposite' to the way and body of the so-called healthy will
“ ’Tis the sleep that will wake only
well get to the church door unless he gang, he and his monks walked in pro
stranger,
I
should
say
I
did,
if
any
the wheel was moving. We had to in explain its action in disease. We can
cession through the church up to the in death,” he answered sadly. “An
walks through the church yard.”
one
does.
It
belongs
to
me,
or
rather
order to keep our feet. I was calling readily understand how a pleasing and
Friedrick shook his head. “That was alter, and the great book was opened - hour will decide, but be prepared for
lively melody can awake in a jaded
not her meaning,” said he, “but rather and the anathemas read, and then the the worst. I can give you but little my wife, what their is of it. I tell as loud as I could, but it was of no brain the strong emotion of hope, and
you I owe lriuch to this old mill.”
use.
that I or she whom I shall wish to bell was tolled and the lighted candles hope.”
“The noise made by the falling energising by its means the languid
The
speaker
was
dressed
in
.homeImpelled by I knew not what, I sud
make my bride must die on the bridal extinguished, and thus the baron was
spun, and appeared to be a thrifty water, the revolving wheel and the nerve control of the whole circulation,
day. Therefore, I shall never marry.” excommunicated. The bell was still denly asked :
strengthen the heart heat and refresh
“Doctor, what could have caused farmer of forty-five. I had taken a grinding mill drowned my voice. We
He shivered, turned pale, and add tolling and the priests were on their
the
vascularity of every organ. We
way down the aisle when the shouts of this sudden illness ? My friend has walk before breakfast one morning couldn’t get out. The plank from the can picture the same brain in forced
ed r
- “And now, Humptman, let us never the baron and his wild men-at-war, his had the inost perfect, health a ll’his as an appetizer out from Jonesboro, mill had fallen into the water when irritation fretfully stimulating the ser
jagers and holzknécth rang at the life. He once told me he had never where I was attending court, and was the wheel started, and gone floating vice of the vasomotor nerves, and
speak of this again !”
A year passed by and I was far walté, and sledges and great pine been ill. What could have caused standing by the ruins of the old mill down the stream. The water poured starving the tissues of their blood
when he came up. The roof had through the Cracks in the old wheel all
away in the north of Germany when I beams were battering at the gates. this fever
supply. Here, again, it is easy to com
“God alone can tell !” answered the fallen in, window’s and doors disap over us. The deep hole was full now. prehend the regulating effects of quiet
got a letter from Yon Steingraff. It One mad fellow seized a splinter of
announced his coming marriage with a wood and lit it at the altar and then physician, piously. “The young baron peared. The old water wheel had There were two feet of water in the er harmony., which brings at once a
! to decay and green ivy bottom of the wheel. Tramp, tramp,
young lady of his own country. “My fired the panels, and the roof and the was with me the day previous to his
rest and a diversion to thè fretting
the ruins. The dam was tramp through two, now three feet of
destiny,” he wrote, “what it may be I .dry wood were all soon in a blaze. illness, and bade me gayly enough to
mind. Even aches are soothed for a
.must work out. I could riot resist my The baron seized the bell rope and dance at his wedding. I never saw him now leveled to a road, and a cabbage water. I held Kitty by the hand, and time by a transference of attention,
passion for my little Roeschen. So rang out a peal of triumph. But the looking better. He was on horseback patch had taken the place of the mill we went on our tramp. I was pray and why, then, should not pain be
ing it might be a small grist. Neigh
come to me as soon as you can ; and abbot walked up to him, dfessed in all and rode swiftly out to St. Gilgen, pond.
bors
often brought a two bushel bag lulled by music ? That it sometimes is
We
took
a
seat
on
a
moss
grown
reining
up
his
stead
for
an
instant
to
who knows but your happier interpre his robes, and holding up his haqds,
thus relieved we cannot doubt. I t is
tation of the gypsy’s prophecy may be cursed him in the name of the blessed throw money to an old gypsy* who log by the side of the ruin, and he of corn to be ground in a hurry. I especially in the graver nervous mala
thought that if-that was the extent of
stood, her hand outstretched, by the continued:
Trinity, and said :
the true one ?”the grist we might stand it. We kept dies, however, that we should look for
“I
w»s
with
Stonewall
during
the
road.
Always
kind,”
added
the
good
‘As
the
evil
one
peals
that
bell
I laughed heartily as I closed the
benefit from this remedy. Definite
letter. The old story 1 Woman’s now through your hands, so that he doctor, “always noble ! I have known war, and had some pretfy tough times, up our march till Kitty gave out. statistics on the subject may not be
tongue- had overcome man’s resolve— peal it when he claims the soul as it him thus as boy and man.” And the some narrow escapes and some hard The water and the tramp, tramp had forthcoming, but all that we have said
pretty Roeschen had whipped the passes from the body of you and your usually cold man of science brushed tramps, but the close call and hard numbed her limbs. Her lips moved, goes to show that states of insanitjr,
tramp that the old mill once caused but I could hear nothing she said. I
his hand across his eyes.
withered gypsy from the field. son and of your son’s son. Amen !’
which are largely influenced by the
me
made all my war experience seem, only knew that she was sinking down in
I took his other hand in iny own
“So saying, -the abbot called his
And so saying I packed for my jour
condition
of the sympathetic system,
ney, and the morrow found me en monks, and they went their way down and pressed it warmly. Then I went at least for a time, like a pleasure trip. the woter. I picked her up in my should find some part of their treat
to the Lake of Aver. But the baron to the chamber below. Old Klaus This was the first mill built on cedar arms, with one hand put her arms ment in the hands of the musician. It
route.
At the close of a lovely autumn day and his. followers threw themselves crept after me for sympathy. I sat creek, and was built many years ago around my neck and resumed my is, therefore, for such casés especially
by old man Ben White who lies up tramp in the middle of the wheel.
I drove along the road between Salz upon the holy men and tore their down by the-fire with a heavy heart.
“I believe I felt happier than I had that we would enlist his services.—
yonder
on the hill.
I
took
up
a
book
from
one
of
the
frocks
from
their
backs
and
threw
burg and St. Gilgen where it skirts the
Lancet.
“ After the surrender our army was ever felt in my life. I held Kitty in
their books into the lake. The baron shelves and tried to read. Not a
picturesque little lake of Mondsee.
Not far from this stood the schloss then seized the monastery lands and sound was to be heard save the tick disbanded, and the most of us was my arms. Her arms were around my A Doctor’s Knowing Horse.
of my friend, built close to the ruins held them, too, for might was right in ing of the great clock in the hall. I pretty close run. We had nothing, neck, though I did put them there. I
of a suppressed monastery and shelter- those days, and he built the present laid down the book and sighed. Just and no way to get anything. I was could feel her breath on my cheek. I
Says a physician in the Hartford
rid by a dark forest. Thither I worked castle hard by the ruins of the monas then the clock tolled the midnight only about twenty-one then. I was could walk now easier than befbre, but
Times:
“When Sunday comes my
even
with
Kitty
in
my
arms
I
began
to
strolling
around
looking
for
some
my way—hut slowly—for the approach tery, lest the abbot and his retainers hour. The deep bell struck twelve
horse
knows
that I am not proceedingtire.
My
footsteps
were
more
uncer
thing
to
do,
and
I
happened
along
this
was steep and circuitous, and by the should rally and seek to regain their times, loud and clear, and mechan
on
mjr
professional
rounds, but he will
tain.
My
limbs
began
to
feel
numb.
road
one-morning.
Well,
that
mottl
ically
I
counted
every
stroke.
time I reached the entrance and stood old possessions.
put
on
his
best
style
and proceed to
At
least
I
could
die
with
Kitty.
I
ing
the
wheel
was
in
action.
The
Midnight
!
A
Sudden
thought—the
under the heavy arches of the door-_ “Time passed on, and the baron had
the
accustomed
church,
when without
looked
at
her
face.
Her
eyes
were
gate
was
hoisted
and
the
water
was
crisis
I
ways the sun had set and the great well-nigh forgotten that abbot or
any
guiding
on
my
part,
he will land
Then my poor Friedrich might even skurrying through. Old Ben White closed. Had she fainted ? I put my
stone mass of building was lying in monk had ever dwelt within the black
his
load
at
the
church
door
; and woe
lips close to her ear. They touched
the gloom. All was quiet and the ened monastery walls. One cold win now be passing the portal of eternity! was standing in the door. I says:
to
the
team
that
may
chance
to get in
“ ‘Morning, sir. Can I get a job her face. ‘Kitty ! Kitty !’ Her eyes
I was about to speak to Klaus when
place seemed dese#ed. I knocked at ter’s night the baron sat with his re
ahead
of
him.
On
no
other
day of
opened.
Our
lips
met.
Her
arms
the heavy door and an aged servant tainers in the great hall drinking and I discovered that he slept exhausted here ?’ He took off his spectacles,
the
week
will
he
make
the
attempt
to
drew
tighter
around
my
neck.
My
wiped ’em, put ’em back on and looked
appeared. I announced myself and revelling, as was their wont. The on the hearth.
turn
up
into,
or
pay
attention
to,
the
brain
whirled.
Was
I
becoming
un
was- informed that the baron was wind howled in gusts fitfully, and in , So I rose noiselessly, and passed at me.
conscious ? I could feel that I was road leading to the church. Two
“ ‘Soldier ?’ says he.
deathly sick. On the very day that the pauses a loud knock was heard at sadly and alone into the great stone
reeling as I walked. The water from weeks ago, on Sunday, I took my
“
‘I
was,’
says
I,
‘till
the
surrender.’
he had written to me he was pros the oaken door. The Thurhuter, when hall. A breath of cold air struck my
above
ceased to fall. The wheel wife out for a ride on Bolton , Moun
“
‘Luckier
than
my
boys,’
said
he..
trated with a serious illness and he he opened the door, saw no one, cheek. It came from the end of the
stopped.
Some one leaped in. I knew tain, and in going had to pass a
‘One
of
them
staid
behind
down
at
hallI
was
pierced
through
and
was now in the eighth day, struggling though the moon was at that moment
church, one to which the horse was
no
more.
Stone
river.
The
other’s
lying
up
through
with
its
chill
touch.
Certainwith the delirium of fever. The doc shining through a rift of clouds, but
not
accustomed to go, when to my
“When I came to I was lying in bed.
tors declared the case to be hopeless, he felt a cold blast sweep across his ly the outer doors must be open. I there on the hill—shot in front of
surprise
he was bound to stop. It
but were in almost constant attend face. So he shut the door again, and peered through the vista of the dimly Richmond and came home to die,’ and Kitty was sitting by my side, my
was
only
with
some difficulty that I
ance. One had just left and had said thought it must have been the storm lighted arches toward the entrance, the old man took put his handker iiand in hers. I had been delirious for got him past the spot. About a mile
a
week.
As
my
eyes
met
hers
she
and moved a few steps in that direc chief and wiped his eyes. ‘Did you
he would return as the crisis would that deceived him.
said, ‘Alex, dear Alex,’and she stooped and a half further on, he came to
ever work in a mill ?” *
tion.
“The
next
moment
those
in
the
hall
occur that very night.
and
kissed me. That kiss brought another church, one at which he had
“ “No.’
As I did so I was sure I heard a
I determined, of course, to await saw a monk in a black habit, with a
back
to my bewildered brain the never been accustomed to stop. To
“ ‘Well, that don’t make much dif
the issue, and in a few moments stood cowl drawn over his head, enter and muffled knocking"*»,! the portal. I
events
that led to it. I did not regret my surprise' “John” made another
ference,’
said
he
;
‘business
is
picking
by the bedside of my dearest friend walk without a word to where the listened intently, and after a moment
strong effort to stop. On any week
them.
up
and
you
can
stay.
I
’m
getting
old.
and looked down on a poor shattered baron was sitting. Then the monk the sound was repeated, and followed
day he will pass that church daily
“Uncle
Ben
had
come
down
to
the
I
’ll
pay
you
what
I
can
afford
to.
We
being, with flushed face, a burning lip drew back his hood, and an old wither almost immediately by the slipping of
without paying it the least attention,’’
and glazed eye, tossing and raving, ed face, ghastly pale, but stern, and a bolt, Still I saw no Que, and loon* pan tell better in a week or two, mill, and not seeing the boat thought,
J l
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DO RIGHT FOR THE SAKE OF RIGHT.

W. SCHEI BEN,

Tonsorial
A R T IS T ! _

M i l ail Hair Cattiai Parlor.

-s Providence Independent.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.

Collegeville, Montg. Co., Pa.

E. S. MOSER, Editor aM Proprietor.
T h u r s d a y , A u g . 2 7 , 1891.
W i t h all due respect for Mr. Jerry
Rusk, the distihguished head of the
Agricultural Department at Washing
ton, th'e impression that rain-making
machines would be worse than super
fluous in-this State, at this time, seems
to be pretty general. If the experi
ments in the West are in any way re
sponsible for recent floods in the East,
Mr. Rusk is even a greater man than
President Harrison.

many States beside Pennsylvania, and
from this time on we shall probably
witness in many quarters the irrepres
sible manifestation of Republican pre
ference for a statesman who is making
no effort to secure the nomination of
that party for President and for whom
no man is authorized to say that he
would accept the nomination if it
were his to-day by unanimous vote.

WASHINGTON LETTER.
From our Regular Correspondent.
W a s h in g t o n ,

D. C., Aug. 21,1891.

A heavy rain almost resembling sleet
has been falling this afternoon. The
cloudy and windy weather alone
prevented killing frosts. Corn is not
hurt, as it is too far advanced Noth
ing but long continued rains or a hard
frost will hurt it now. The crop will
be immense.

THE EMIGRATION OF THE NEGRO.
From the New York Tribune.

COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE.

You Want to Buy

— AND —
Senator Bruce, of Mississippi, not
/ ——THIS IS THE PLACE TO G E T ----only does not believe in negro, emi
W e Want to Sell.
gration to Liberia. He maintains that
with' a million and a third of colored
children at' public schools in this
An Assortment o f Sponges and Chamois Shins on Hand.
country, 31,000 in private schools and
PURE BAKING POWDER, Our Own Make. BIRD SEÜD, Mixed and Plain ; best in the market.
8,000 in parochial schools, more than
NAPTHALINE OR TAR CAMPHOR; in Ball, Cake and Flake.
seventy institutions of superior edu
RED LINIMENT for Sprains, Bruises, Rheumatism, &c. WORM SYRUP, Pleasant, Safe and
BRUTALITY FOR BEAUTY’S SAKE
cation for negroes and property valued
Effectual. Try a Ten Cent Box of our TOOTH POWDER.
Cool drees goods are the only things to be
From the Chicago News.
DIARRHG5A MIXTURE will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentry, Cholera Morbus, <&c.
at $15,000,000 in the hands of the
Big-hearted people ever and anon ex race in Virginia alone the negroes are thought of in the way of Women’s Outer Wear
press horror at the ruthless slaughter becoming as genuinely American as ing Apparel for July and August weather, when
of birds for the purpose of furnishing the whites.
the mercury mounts to the nineties, and upward,
JOSEPH ~W
_ CULBERT.
gaudy decorations for the hats and
in the shade. “ To keep cool” is not only a highly
bonnets of fashionable women. It has
desirable comfort, but an absolute necessity.
ONLY ONE W AY OF PLAYING IT.
been shown that birds of bright plu
Clothes that are too hot are positively danger
From
the
Detroit
Free
Press.
mage have been caught and killed by,
slow degrees in order that thereby the
“Now,” said little Johnny, “let’s ous, as they result in prostration from heat. We
think it was a desire to reduce such calamities to
colors might be made brighter and play Indian.”
Have Your Eyes Examined by an Experienced
more firmly fixed in the plumage.
“How do you play Indian ?” asked the lowest possible number that begot the inven
The thought is shocking. It would Tommy.
tion of the tjun-threaded, loosely-woven, not-to=
O P T I C I A 1 T , ==
seem as though to wear and rejoice in
“Well, you be Indian and I ’ll be be-starched dress fabrics which are being so ex
ornaments bought at such a price would pale face. Now I ’ll make a treaty
A
GRADUATE
OF
THE
PHILADELPHIA OPTICAL COLLEGE, and your Glasses Correctly
be to invite a curse upon the head that with you that I ’ll give you your apple. clusively worn. We have a very large stock of
Fitted
by
a
Practical
Spectacle
Maker, only one in the county who has a practical experience
wears them.
See ? There, now I ’ll make a new such fabrics that we want to sell, therefore we
oi Manufacturing Spectacles and Eye Glasses.
put
the
price
down
at
the
treaty with you that I ’ll eat your
apple. See ?”
THE BITTER IRONY OF POLITICS.
“But I won’t do it. I ’m going to
From the Pittsburg Post.
have my own apple.”
There is a lesson in the thwarting of
“Oh, no ; that ain’t the way to play Before they are old stock. Do you see your ad
Amos H. Mylin’s ambition to be nomi Indian. If you don’t do the way I
vantage ? You get
nated for Auditor General, which say you’ll be a hostile, you know, and
lesson is that it dosen’t always pay po I ’ll blow you full o’ holes.”
16 B . Main Street,
Opp. Public Square, NORRISTOW N, P A .
litically to be a pack-horse for the
bosses. Mylin has the friendship of
AT LESS THAN THE SEASON'S
Quay, Cameron, Magee, Cooper, BeaW HY THEY SHOULD BE PROUD AND
PRICES. AMQNG THE
wer and Boyer, in fact, of the Republi
HAPPY.
can ringmasters, great and small, all From the Cincinnati Gazette.
LOT ARE
--------I N --------over the State, who could have easily
CHALLIS, colors and figures, 3 to 8 c. a yard.
In
1890
there
were
12,291,259
schol
nominated him had they wished. He
has served in the Senate for years, ars enrolled in the public schools of GINGHAMS, desirable designs, 6 to 12c. a yard.
where he has taken his orders from the United States. This includes INDIA MULLS, unsurpassed effects, 12q. a yard.
the bosses with obedience and submis only the primary grades of the public
siveness. But these very qualities, schools, the various normal schools IMITATION CHINESE SILKS, rather «the
latest," you know—10c. a yard.
while endearing him to the managers, seminaries, colleges and universities
made him in 1891 ineligible before the not- being counted. For these scholars CHAMBRAYS, several colors, the stuff that
the people of the State. Quay rejected of the public schools there were 352,- most plain-clothes wearing people get, in sev
All Goods Warranted as Represented.
Lowest Prices Guaranteed a t the Most Popular Jewelry
him as unsuitable in the present junct 231 teachers employed. The amount
eral colors, 12%c. a yard.
Store of
ure becaues he has served Quay too expended for the maintenance of these
schools reached the fabulous sum of SATINES, loud and quiet figures, in numerous
faithfully.
colors, and also quite plain ones, from 8 to 20c
$132^129,600. This is nearly three
a yard.
times
as
much
as
was
expended
in
the
have the most complete facilities for doing anything in the
HAS TWO DOZEN CHILDREN.
United Kingdom, over three and a WHITE GOODS, plain and embroidered, in
line
of Repairing Watches, Uîôcks, Jewelry, &c.
half times as much as was expended
pleasant, plenty and pretty patterns.
A RUSSIAN IMMIGRANT WITH AN UNUSUAL in Germany and almost five times as
LY LARGE FAMILY,
much as' was spent in France. In
Î A S o i f W
H Y 1 I
N e w Y o r k , August 24__A couple fact, we expended last year upon our K U L P
& W A G N E R , ’m ï ^ R Æ
whose marriage state has been blessed public schools more than was spent in
In trying to solve the question why “ hard times” rest heavily upon many, we can discern at
GRATER’S FORD, PA.
with more than the usual allotment of all the European countries mentioned.
least one, and perhaps the most Important, reason. It is this : Many people are continually spend
children arrived at the Bargd Offfce to This should be and probably is a
ing their earnings and their cash away from home 1 That’s it. Circulate your cash in your own
day. They are Rebecca and Isaac matter of very great pride to Ameri
vicinity. Patronize Home Trade, encourage home Industries, manufactures and productions. And
1801.
I
1801.
Rosenstein, and a lyood of twenty-one can boys and girls who have such
why not buy your
Rosensteins, varying in age from 1 to splendid opportunities to fit them
25 years, trooped behind the couple. selves for life.
That was not all, for papa and mamma
Rosenstein each carried a 10-monthsNATURE’S FIREW ORKS AT SEA.
P R O V I D E 3S T O E
S G iT T -A -IE tE old baby, the prettiest twins landed at
The changing seasons as they follow each
The
steamship Pathan arrived at N.Y
-the Barge Office for some time. The
You can get the same made to order ju st as cheap as you buy them ready-made—and satisfaction
family is very poor and the parents recently from Japanese ports with the other in quick succession usher in new necessi guaranteed every time.
'
;
i
have come to this country hoping to first Cargo (938 tons) of summer tea. ties and create fresh demands. The citizen who
Also a full line of Dry Goods, Notions, Hardware and Queenswarff. Boots and Shops a
Capt.
Roy
reports
having
witnessed
better their condition. The children
a short while ago posed inside of flannels and a specialty. GROCERIES at lowest prices, quality considered. A call at the store is solicited from'
are all healthy. It was a fiSdicult1 several remarkable meteoric showers storm coat so as to be able to battle with a bliz
matter to keep the youngest from get on the Atlantic. The shooting stars zard,'now wants something “ light and airy” as
J O S E P H G. G O T W A L S .
ting lost in the crowd, and had it not were of unusual size and brilliancy.
well
as
something
nice.
In
all
kinds
of
goods
Nearly
all
of
them
looked
as
large
as
been for the assistance of the older
children, who acted as lieutennants Jupiter appears to be, and at least for
and marshaled the force in, line, sev a dozen left in the sky bright flashes
eral of them would undoubtedly have that lasted from ten to twelve seconds.
We have set aside a line of full cloth hound 12
You will Find Bargains in
wandered away. The family came Some few were so luminous that they
mo. novels which are slightly rubbed and mark
lit
up
the
ship
like
electric'
lights.
And in facilities to manufacture Clothing to
fiom Suzarina, a provincial town in
ed on the backs, but the paper and print are per
The
rain
of
stars
seemed
to
come
from
fect. They are reduced to 20 cents each. Come
Russia. Isaac, with the assistance of
order at the lowest prices,
look them over. Many favorite authors are rep
his older sons and daughters, who the vicinity of the great bear. Its
resented by several different works. This is
course
appeared
to
be
from
north
to
helped him at his trade—that of a
good literature, well bound, sold for a trifle.
tailor, managed to support a large south and south-east.
On Aug. 1, just after leaving Gibral
family, but it was a hard matter. He
For the Ladies we have taken special pains, and A T THE G EN ERAL STO RE OF
would have succeeded, however, had tar, the Pathan ran into an electric
our stock of
he not been prevented by the govern storm, preceded by heavy squalls.
THE UNDERSIGNED.
The
tip
of
every
yard
and
mast
ment officials and compelled to leave
We ask your critical examination. We don't
town. He crossed the Russian fron was adorned with globes of electric
mention price, b u t simply ask you to verify our
fire.
They
jumped
from
point
to
tier with his family two ^months ago
Dress Goods, Muslins, Calicoes, Ginghams, claim to the largest and best assortment in
town, and at best prices for your profit.
and has ever since beeii 'making the point, ran up and down the riggings, And all kinds of material for wearing apparel
Cheviots, Table Linens, &c. * Cassimeres,
trip to this country. Isaac intends to slid along the stays, Ascended and de needed by our best friends, will please them,
Cottonades, Gents’ Furnishing
we’re sure. See if they don’t
take his family out West and procure scended the halliards, playing such a
agree with us.
Goods 1 Marked right
a farm. He is still a young man, game of tag as Capt. Roy had never
down to bottom
being 46. His wife is 45 and quite a before*seen in his long experience in
NEW STOCK OF HATS !
southern seas.
good looking woman.
prices.
In many beautiful designs and three widths.

Why has Mr. Harrison cut short his
vacation and determined to return to
Washington early in September ? is
the political conundrum of the week.
Secretary Foster, who brought the
news of the change of programme,
says that it is because of important
business connected with the Interior
department which requires President
Harrison’s personal attention. That
gave speculation a wide range, and
T h e Park Place building in New the consequence is that every imagi
York City, an immense building, nable sort of important business is
tumbled in on Saturday at noon and being put forward as the cause of this
over one hundred persons perished in supposed to be sudden determination,
the ruins and as many more were in but the most generally believed story
jured. It was a shell wall brick build seems to be that the “important busi
ing and condemned years ago. Nine ness connected with the Interior de
tons of press machinery were on the partment” is the the selection of some
fourth floor which crashed the whole one to take Secretary Noble’s place,
structure to the ground, when a fire as there is the best authority for stat
broke out. It was a heartrending ing that Secretary Noble is extremely
anxious to lay down his present
scene.
onerous burden as soon as he can do
A t the Republican Convention at so without embarrassment to his chief.
Harrisburg, Wednesday of last week, Many also believe that a change, is to
General David McM. Gregg, of Berks, be. made in the head of the Pension
was nominated for Auditor General, Office, the most important, as far as
and Captain John W. Morrison, of size and cost are concerned, of the
Allegheny, was placed on the ticket bureau under the Interior department,
for State Treasurer. Eighteen Consti but both of these places have been
tutional Convention Delegates were changed so often by report that there
selected, and the usual meaningless are naturally many doubters now.
platform platitudes were adopted.
There is another important matter
The ticket nominated is a very under the supervision of the Interior
creditable one, and if it is swamped in department that may have had some
November the cause therefor will not thing to so with bringing the Presi
rest with the candidates.
dent home ahead of the time he ex
pected to come. That department has
S in c e the citizens of Harlem, N. Y., brought all the power at its disposal
have undertaken to erect a monument to bear upon the cattle barons who
to the memory of General Winfield occupy what is known as the Cherokee
Scott Hancock—the hero of Gettys outlet in order to get them to comply
burg—the Norristown papers have with the law enacted by the last Con
really awakened to the fact that Nor gress and remove therefrom, but if
ristown, the former home of Hancock reports received here are to be relied
the Superb, and the county in general upon not one of them has moved or
that has frequently boasted of this given the slightest intimation of any
honored son, have done naught in the such intention. The matter will be
direction of rearing a memorial shaft called to Mr. Harrison’s attention as
in recogition of the marked mili soon as he comes back, and it is said
tary achievements of one of the brav that the department officials will urge
est generals of the civil war. Since upon him the necessity of removing
hearing from Harlem, N. Y., we cannot the violators of law by force.
It may be too that the new reci
but feel a sense of humiliation that
another county in another State hasi procity treaty with Yenezuela, which
undertaken to accomplish that which' is said to need only Mr. Harrison’s
should have been gladly done by the approval and his official proclamation
citizens of General Winfield Scott to go into effect, has had something to
Hancock’s native county 1 Now let do with changing his plans. There
amends be made for this reprehensible are also other things which need atten
dereliction by at once taking active tion. For instance, it is generally
measures to secure a suitable monu conceded that a coaling station in the
ment. Who will take the lead ? Will West Indies is a necessity for this
our Norristown cotemporaries join Government, and according to Fred
Douglass our late Minister to Hayti,
and formulate a feasible plan ?
we have no prospect of getting one
from that country at Mole St. Nicho
S a y s the Philadelphia Times : “It
las.
Where shall we get one ? The re
is known to every veteran in the land
PENSION PROFLIGACY.
port that the German government was
that there are millions of money filch
trying to buy the Island of St. Thomas
HONEST VETERANS SHOULD DEMAND
ed from the Treasury every year by
has brought to memory the fact that
PROMPT PENSION REVISION.
fraudulent pensions. It is known to
Denmark, its owner, once as a mark of From the Chicago Tribune, Rep.
every Army P o s t; it is known to
friendship offered to sell it to the
The sentiment is growing rapidly
every member of every veteran organi
United States for a nominal price, among self-respecting and patriotic
zation ; and there is not a community
and Secretary Seward, then at the members of the grand Army . of the
in which the honest veterans could
Republic that it is time to revise pen
not lay their hands on known pension head of the State department, agreed sions,* and they begin to s6e that if
to its purchase, but for some reason it the system is not reformed its abuses
thieves. Why is it that no voice of
was never bought.
It might be may create a prejudice against it
protest, no effort at exposure comes
bought now, if Germany has not al which will result in serious injury to
from the Grand Army Posts ; from
deserving soldiers. * * Under the
the State veteran organizations, or ready got ahead of us. There is no operation of existing laws and fresh
lack
of
important
business
to
occupy
from the National Encampments ?
legislation which will be added to
And why is it that no individual Mr. Harrison’s attention when he re them the pension roll, which now
amounts to $125,000,000, will be in
veterans have the courage to expose turns.
The squabble in t)ie Pennsylvania creased greatly within a short time.
and punish the fraudulent pensioners
convention about the re It will not be long, indeed, before it
who are dragging the noblest soldiery republican
solution endorsing Blaine has been may reach the immense expenditure
of the world down to dishonor ? The much discussed by a few politicians of $200,000,000 unless the brakes are
recent Republican State Convention of both parties who are now in Wash put on and some means are found to
indorsed the most extravagant pension ington, and they all agree that it looks purge the lists of those who are not
rightfully entitled to pensions. It is
policy, but not one word of condem like the Blaine boom is to be one of now a good time to begin the work of
regular features of the campaign,
nation is heard for the throng of pen the
instead of a mere flash in the pan, as correcting abuses. The charge cansion sneaks in our’ midst. The time some people had been disposed to re not be made that the country is un
was when the nomination of a soldier gard it, and there seems also to be a grateful to those who defended it. A
government which is paying nearly as
ticket enthused the patriotism of the disposition on the part of all of them much
to support a disbanded army
people, but why does it now fall upon to believe that Mr. Blaine is bound to twenty-seven years after the war as
be nominated unless he positively for
listless ears ? Why do honest Repub bids the use of his name, and there is two of the most powerful nations in
licans now shrug their shoulders and a growing impression that he will not Europe expend upon their standing
armies cannot be accused of forgetful
only half conceal their contempt for a do that.
A New England republican, now in ness of the ; claims of ex-Union
candidate who is commended as a
Washington,
has suggested a curious soldiers. Nor can such a charge be
soldier ? It is not because the people
Presidential ticket which he says made if the pension lists are revised
have forgotten the nation’s heroes or would prove a strong one if run on a and the expenditures are lessened.
because they have any less love for platform which shall have no other Under such a process no veteran de
their heroism ; but it is because the planks except reciprocity and opposi serving a pension will be touched.
The names to be erased will be those
veterans have bowed in silence to be tion to sham civil service reform. of men who are not entitled to pen
The
ticket
which
he
thinks
would
just
wildering frauds and bankrupted the fit that platform is Blaine, of Maine, sions and who have got their names
Treasury by a pension system that and Gordon, of Georgian. Truly, on the lists either through the pres
multiplies fraud and encourages that would be a combination of oppo sure of claim agents or by false sur
sites, and handcuffs would probably be geons’ certificates. It is useless to
thieves.” ?
expect that either party will make the
required to keep it together.
first move to reform these abuses.
We
have
lots
of
people
in
Washing
A s h o t at New York from the Chi ton, this week, but no politics to speak The Democrats assail the Republicans
cago Herald:—-“A city devoid of of. The American Association for and charge upon them the enormous
civic pride, having no public spirit, the Advancement of Science, more expenditure, but they have voted in
holding itself above patriotism and than a thousand strong, is holding its Congress for every item of pension
legislation,and during their four years
having no conception of national annual convention here ; Tuesday and of power made no offer to repeal any
Wednesday the National Association
dignity and honor, might have endur of Amateur Oarsmen, held its annual pension law. Nor will they do so in
ed the loss of the fair, but the revela regatta on the Potomac, and Wednes the future. The lists will go on in
tions of the eleventh census were too day and Thursday the veteran tele creasing under new laws and the
Democrats will go on voting for them
much for it. The easy insolence, the graph operators including the “old- and
abusing Republicans for legisla
time
telegraphers”
and
the
“military
complacent cheek, the insensibility to
telegraphers” held a reunion which tion which they themselves have ap
sham, - the swinish assurance and the closed with probably the most unique proved by their votes. The work of
impudent presumption that had con meeting ever held in this or any other reform should be initiated by the
fidently withstood criticism for noto country. There were wires running Grand Army itself, and if it starts
from that source abuses of the pension
rious shortcomings and reproaches for into the hall connected with every laws and lists will soon cease to be
large
telegraph
office
in
the
country,
unnumbered infamies fell all together
and every word of the speeches made popular with politicians. The reform
in the presence of statistics that for- by Mr. Wanamaker and others was beginning there would carry authority
told the glories of the inland metropo instantly ticked to more than one with it and would soon make itself
lis. The dart that pierced this rhino- hundred thousand listening operators felt in Congress and throughout the
whole country. Do not self-respect
cerous hide of selfishness and pre in every section of the country.
ing, honest veterans owe it to them
State
department
officials
will
tense still rankles. I t will continue neither deny nor confirm the report selves to demand that pensions should
to sting. While the smart lasts we that a new reciprocity proposition had be revised ?
may expect nothing but malevolence been recently made by the Canadian
The Hazleton (Pa.) Sentinel says :—
Government.
from its victims.” •
A Kentucky colonel died from an over
dose of whisky. A Monroe county,
A COLD SNAP IN IOW A.
BLAINE THE REPUBLICAN CHOICE.
Pa., child swallowed the handle of its
From the New York Sun.
B u r l in g t o n , Iowa, August 2 3 __ A rattle and died. A Jerseyman fell out
Of course Mr. Blaine is the first choice phenomenal cold snap is prevailing of his bed while fighting a mosquito
of the Pennsylvania Republicans. He here, the mercury having fallen from and broke his neck. Danger lurks in
is the first choice of the republicans in 90 in the shade to 32 during the night, the simplest walks in life.

Bure Paris Green, White Helebore and Persian Insect Powder.

Summer-:-Dress-:-Staffs

A Full Line of Pure and Fresh Drugs always on hand.

BO YOUR EYES TROUBLE YOU ?

BO YOU HAYE HEADACHES ?

BEGINNING of the Season Manufacturing and Repairing of Spectacles a Specialty.
J. D. SALLADE, Graduate Optician,
SEASONABLE GOODS

-^[WE LEAD THEM ALU]^*
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Silverware, &c.

Largest Stock to Select From !
G. LANZ’S, No. 211 DeKalb Street, Norristown, Pa.

Spring and Summer!

l e i ’s Sprinc aid Snnuner Wear,

We Mean to be Ahead!

Clothing at Gotwals’ Store,

Every Day in the Year

20c. B O O K S !

Store G oods!

SWISS FLOUNCING I

Spring Prints & Dress Goods,

BLACK FLOUNCING-

Large New Stock of SHOES for Men,
Women and Children.

STATE ITEMS.

Altoona merchants offer $2,000 re I S “ New stock of Wall Paper from 5c., up. .
ward for the capture and conviction of
the incendiaries at work in that city.
O u r Grocery D e p a rtm e n t
A stone taken recently from a La- Never lags in the rear. I t is always up to the
ceyville quarry measured 29 feet long, times In quality and variety of goods and fair
9 feet 6 inches wide and 4 feel 6 inches ness in price.
thick.
Come and see us and we’ll do onr best to
serve you well.

A Little Girl’s Experience in a Lighthouse.
Mr. and Mrs. Loren Trescott are keepers of
the G o t . Lighthouse a t Sand Beach, Mich., and
are blessed with a daughter, four years old.
Last April she was taken down with measles,
followed with a dreadful cough and turning
into fever. Doctors at home and at Detroit
treated her, but in vain ; she grew worse rapid
ly, until she was a mere “ handful of bones.”
Then she tried Dr.-King's New Discovery and
after the use of two and a half bottles, was
completely cured. They say Dr. King’s New
Discovery is worth its weight in gold, yet you
may get a trial bottle free at J. W. Culbert’s
Drug Store.
6

r°* “ANCHOR" .?•'
PAIN EXPELLER,
is and will ever be the

►best*

EARTHENWARE, HARDWARE, &c.
-----THE B E S T -

F R E S H G R O C E R IE S
I N F U LL ASSO RTM ENT.

Yours truly,

Beaver & Shellenberger,
TR AJPPE, 3?.A
._

-:- New Dress Goods -:-

A good assortment of the best RUBBER WEAR
for Men, Women and Children. Full Stock
of BOOTS AND SHOES.

F. B. R U SH O N G ,
TRAPPE, 7P-A
..

HHEUM ATIStf

rGout, Influenza, Baokaehe,’
Pains in the Side, Chest and)
roints, neuralgia, Sprains, &o
Before you need to buy, obtain

49*FREE OF CHARGE*®*
the valuable book: “Guide to Health,” with!
endorsements of prominent physioiant*

' J . AD. RICHTER&C0^
8 10 Broadway,
NEW Y O R K .,

■

Prize Medals Awarded!
European Honses s Undo 1Btadt , London, n
V ienna, Prague, Rotterdam, Olten,
Nuremberg, Konstein* L eip sic.
_

>0 C e n t s a bottle, For Sale byl

Joseph W. Culbert^j
and other druggists.

Hu m p h r e y s ’
Dr . H umphreys’ Specifics are scientifically and
carefully prepared prescriptions ; used for many
ears in private practice with success,and for over
lirtv years used by the people. Every single Spe
cific Is a special cure for the disease named.
These Specifics cure without drugging, purg
ing or reducing the system, and are in fact and
deed the s o v e r e ig n r e m e d ie s o f th e W o rld .

S

CURES.

31 INCHES WIDE.

25 CENTS A YARD.

A dark background fabric with beautiful
color designs. They 6peak for- themselves in
our middle window. Take.quality, pattern $nd
price and there is a combination hard to beat.

35c. CO RSET
Is displayed in window of 78 store. The'value
fortheinoney is exceptionable even at sight, but
come in and examine them, for a full test of this
offer.

Foster Gloves.
Centemeri Gloves.

Nearly every day brings some
We are sole agents for these two favorite
carefully selected new Dress Goods.
Gloves. Don't be deceived by alleged Foster
from some of the largest N. Y.
Gloves. See if the name Foster, Paul &>Co., is
inside the glove. Without that name it is not a
and Phila. importers. W e can
genuine Foster glove, though it may be so called.
You know the Ceutemeri and that we sell at
now show almost 100 new styles Having succeeded Mr. W. H. Blanchford and New
York office prices. These goods are going
taken possession of the
in seasonable goods at from 10 cts.
fast. "
.
to $1.50 a yard.
C O LLEG EV ILLE
9 Cents a Y ard,
Among them are good Plaids
one yard wide, at 1 2 | cts. Strip
ed H enrietta, 25 cts.
Large assortment of all-wool I extend to the public in general a cordial invi Were the patterns the favorite they would be
full value at 15 cents. You who know a good
tation to call at my place and examine
Homespuns and Cheviots at 50c.
thing, when it is not in fashion's freak, should
the complete stock of
They are woven in a choice variety
look at the window display, West front of 80 and
82 stores.
of indistinct plaid, checks and
mixtures, and are correct copies of
BEDDING,
$2.00 Scotch goods.
----- &c., &c., &c.,----Our diagonal Homespuns, one
This is the best fabric made for the price. The
and an eighth yards wide, at 50c., All of which I am offering at the LOWEST goods are fine patterns, fast colors, wool finish
different
figures.
POSSIBLE PRICES.
are better value than you will find
latest styles, to suit all tastes,
anywhere else in Pottstown or Parlor Furniture,
at the lowest figures.
DRESS SHIELDS I
Philadelphia.
I® ” ALWAYS IN STOCK A COMPLETE Only 12 cents a*pair. Plenty of them, sizes
Handsome Cheviots, 1 | yards VARIETY of all kinds and grades of F urniture Nos. 2 and 3. Very nice^ and will prove, to be
for any room in any house. Mattresses, Bed entirely satisfactory. At these prices they are
wide, $1.00 ; worth $1.25.
Springs, Bedding, Comforts, Feathers, Bolsters, good to put away for use when, wanted.
pillows,
&c., &c.
New Mohairs, look like silks.
Beautiful Gloriosas at $1.50 ;
R ag, In grain, S ta ir
same quality that sells in Phila.
—AND—
at $1.75.
New Black Mohairs, H enriettas,
Serges and fancy French goods, at
Leading Dealer in Dry Goods, Carpets
A T P H IL A D E L P H IA PRICES.
the right prices.
Trimmings and Boohs,
All kinds of repairing and upholstering done
Ju st received a fine lot of per promptly at reasonable ¡Rfces.
I g * Furniture delivered free In first-class
fect fitting Coats, at lower prices
order. Carpets sewed and put down if desired.
than ever.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
J. L. B e c h te l.
Bargains in Fast Black Um
brellas.
An Institution of National Reputation.
Hundreds of new things in our B L A C K S M IT H IN G !
other departments at the kind of
Peirce C o l l e g e r
prices that attract new customers The undersigned has taken possession of the old
stand (formerly Brunner’s) just above Perkicontinually.
= o f B u s in e s s e s

Furniture, Carpets !

CASHMERETTES, 12 l-2c.

BRUSSELS - CARPET

LIST OF PRINCIPAL NOS.

C h in a Cloth !

Best American Satines

Rem edy for

28

Q u een sw are
C rockeryw are

A CHANGE!

^ G e n u in e

_

The latest patterns of thi6 very fashionable trimming.

PRICE8.

1 F<3vers. Congestion, inflammation... .2 5
2 W o rm s, Worm Fever. Worm Colic..
C ryin g Co l i e , or Teething of Infants .2 5
D ia r r h e a , of Children or Adults.........2 5
D ysen tery* Griping^BiliousColic.... .2 5
C h o lera Ilf o rb u s, vomiting........ *. ,2 5
7 C ou gh s, Cold* Bronchitis.................. ,2 5
8 N e u r a lg ia , Toothache, Faceache.... .2 5
9 H ea d a ch es* Sick Headache, Vertigo ,2 5
1 0 D y s p e p s ia , Bilious Stomach................ 2 5
1 1 S u p p r e ss e d or P a in f a l P e r io d s. ,2 5
1 2 W h ite s , too Profuse Periods.......... .2 5
1 3 C rou p , Cough, Difficult Breathing.........2 5
1 4 S a lt E h e n m , Erysipelas, Eruptions. .2 5
1 5 R h e u m a tis m , Rheumatic Paws.... .2 5
1 6 F e v e r and A g u e , Chills,Malaria.... .5 0
1 7 P ile s , Blind or Bleeding......................... 5 0
1 9 C a ta r r h , Influenza, Cold in the Head .5 0
2 0 W h o o p in g C o u g h , Violent Coughs. .5 0
2 4 General D ebility, Physical Weakness .5 0
K id n e y D i s e a s e ............................... .5 0
o u s D e b i l i t y .............................1 .0 0
i lO NU erv
r in a r y W e a k n e s s , Wetting Bed. .a l l
2 D is e a s e s o f theH eart,P alpitation 1 .0 0

t

Nos. 76, 78,80and 82Main Street,

Leopold’s lew Store:
se e H IG H

S T .,

POTTSTOWN, PA.
NEXT DOOR TO BAILY’S STOVE STORE.

a

Sold by D ru g g is t!, o r s e n t p o stp aid o n re c e ip t o f price.
D s. H u m p h r e y s ’ M a n u a l , (144 p a g e s ) ric h ly b o u n d in d o t h
a n d go ld , HAILKD FREE.

HUMPHREYS’ MED. CO., I l l A US William St., KewYork.

SPECIFICS.

I. H. Brendlinpr,

omen Bridge hotel, and is prepared to
----- —do all kinds of------BLACKSMITHING in a satisfactory manner. HORSE SHOEING a specialty.

=

No pains spared in doing strictly first-class
work.

For years an annual enrolment o f more than
a thousand students. 1264 students last year» A
Faculty o f thirty specialists.

E . T . W IL S O N .
J iO R SALE.
A 20 h. p., Boiler and Engine, both in good
condition, the boiler being almost as good as
new. Also a Creamery Separator, having a
first-class bowl, Apply at
l« * p ,

T W S O F F IC E .

LD HORSES and DEAD HORSES
and COWS will be removed by the under
signed upon request. Higest price paid for
worn-out-horses. THEO. M. CASSELBERRY.

O

Eçwer Providence, Pa,

a„d S h o rth a n d ,

(Record Building, Seoond, Third and Fonrth Floors,)

917-919 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia»
Morning, Afternoon and N ight Sessions»
Private Classes in German and French:
Fall term begins Monday, August 31. Appli
cation in advance necessary. Sittings Limited.
Procure descriptive College Annual, etc.

T homas May pewce, P h. d .

Principal anJ Founder.

Graduates successfully assisted to position^

-ü Providence Independent e-

RELIGIOUS.

URSINUS COLLEGE.

NINETY-SECOND BIRTHDAY,

Services at St. James’ Church,
Mrs. Lydia E. Stewart, of NorrisEvansburg, on Sunday morning during town, was 92 years old last Friday,
TERMS:— $1.25 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE. August will be at 10 instead of half and a host of neighbors and friends
past.
called at County Superintendent
R. F. Hoffecker’s residence on Mar
Thursday, Aug. 27, 1891.
shall street to congratulate her and
W . C. T. U.
present her with 'gifts. The aged
The Collegeville W. C. T. U., will lady is the mother of Mrs. R. F. Hofhold its next regular meeting at the fecker with whom she has-resided . 01"
home of Mrs. F. G. Hobson, Septem many years.
—Our “purp” started out the other ber
(Wednesday) at 3 p. m. Come
morning to interview dry-weather and 2see
us.
prophets.

BRIGHT PROSPECTS FOR THE FALL TERM.

lUBLIC SALE OF

A man who has practiced medicine for forty
years, ought to know salt from sugar ; read
what he says :
Toledo , 0 . , Jan. 10,1837.
Messrs. F. J . Cheney & Co.—Gentlemen :—I
have been in the general practice of medicine
for most 40 years, and would say that in all my
practice and expert* nee have never seen a prep
aration that 1 could prescribe with as much
confidence of success as 1 can Hall’s Catarrh
(;ure, manufactured by you. Have prescribed
it. a great many times, au*l its effect is wonder
ful, and would say in conclusion that I have yet
to Bnd a case of Catarrh that it would not cure,
If they would take it according to directions.
Yours truly,
L. L. GORSCCH. M. M.
Office, 215 8ummlt St
We will give $100 for any case ol Catarrh that
cannot be cured with Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Taken internally. F. J. CHENEY _& CO.,
Props , Toledo, O.
Sold by J. W. Culbert,
Druggist, Collegeville, Pa. 75c.

REAL ESTATE !

The fall term of Ursinus College
Will be sold at public sale ori TUESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 16, 1891, on the premises, the fol
will open next Monday with all the
CELERY PLANTS !
lowing described real estate belonging to the
members of the re-organized Faculty
estate of Daniel Yeik, deceased : A farm con
present. The opening address, Tues
taining 42 acres, more t>r less, situate in Upper Owing to the protracted drought during April
Providence township, Montgomery county, near and May, Celery Seed failed to germinate, and
day morning, will be delivered by the
the consequence is, that the crop is al
the village of Trappe, fronting on a public road
Acting President, Rev. G. W. Wiliiard,
most a total failure in Philadelphia and
leading from said village to Grater’s Ford and
D. D,j LL. I)., upon the subject :
Montgomery counties. Prices
bounded by lands of David Tyson, P. P. Dewees
have slightly advanced over
and others. The improvements con“What is Involved in a College Edu
rates quoted in last
sist of a substantially built stone house,
cation, or What Does a Student Come
Spring’s Catalogue.
with tw o . rooms on first floor, three
to College For.” The prospects for
rooms on second ; attic and cellar ;
Golden
Dwarf,
White Plume and Boston Market
EXPLOSION OF DYNAMITE.
outkilchen.
A
large
new
barn,
stone
stable
the fall term are very encouraging. A
Celery Plants, 50c. per 100 ; $4.00 per 1000.
high, with stabling for 15 cows and 4 horses.
large
accession
of
new
students
is
ex
—But the “purp” had the interview
CONNUBIAL BLISS.
By an explosion of dynamite, caus
All other necessary outbuildings. The land is
all to himself. The prophets were tak
._____ .
in a good state of cultivation and very produc Late Cabbage Plants, 30c. per 100 ; $2.00 per
ed by supposed carelessness, at the pected. ;
1000.
At
the
Lutheran
parsonage,
Trappe,
tive.
The water supply is excellent ; spring
ing a vacation away from home.
water a t the barn ; a stream runs through the
August 25, 1891, by Rev. E. T. stone quarry of John T. Dwyer at
—GREAT REDUCTION IN—
A
GOOD
TIME
GENERALLY.
farm. Fruit trees of all kinds in prime of bear
—And it just occurs to us that the Kretschmann, Mr. Albert H. Bideman Howelville, -Chester county, Saturday,
ing,
including
a
thrifty
apple*
orchard,
grape
Antonio
Lawbert,
an
Italian,
was
The annual picnic of St. James’
“purp” has had the following question and Miss Catharine R. Brineard, both
vines, &c. This farm deserves the prompt at
fatally injured, and Olaff Vansen had Sunday school-, Evansburg, was held
tention of anyone desiring a nicely located
of Royersford.
hurled at him :
his right arm blown from his body, in the grove of the church on Satur TJCHFIC SAFE OF
home and fertile land in a neighborhood where
schools, stores and churches are very conven Geraniums, 15 kinds, large plants, 8c. each ;
—“If ten sheaves of oats are re
his foot mangled and was otherwise day last. The weather was all that
ient. This properly must be sold to close up
$7.00 per 100.
HO ! FOR ZIEBER’S PARK.
FRESH COWS !
quired in sandwiching a certain amount
badly bruised. - He may recover. could be wished for, and there was a
the estate. $1000 can remain on first mortgage,
Coleus,
8 kinds, 4c each ; $3.00 per 100.
of growing corn in a certain way, how
Three
other
workmen
were
slightly
if
desired.
Those
wishing
to
view
the
premises
good time generally. The children
Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY,
The Sunday School of Augustus
prior to the sale will please call on Mr. Christ Roses, Tea and Hardy, strong plants, 15c. to 25c.
many sheaves will be needed to bolster Lutheran church, Trappe, will go to injured.
were treated to a bountiful repast, AÜG. 27, 1391, at Smoyers hotel, Trappe. 20 m
an,'the tenant residing thereon. Sale to com
each ; reduced from 40c. to 25e.
a d of fresh cows and springers from
up a field of corn ?”
abundance being left over for parents p ^ I i eLebanon
Zieber’s Park next Saturday. The
and Lancaster counties. This mence at 2 o’clock, when conditions will be Honeysuckles, extra fine, in pots, 3 feet high, 3
made known by
and
friends.
Each
scholar
received
in
ROBBERY.
is
excellent
stock,
selected.
with
care.
Sale
at
teams
will
leave
the
church
promptly
—The “purp” thinks about giving it
kinds, 25c. each ; reduced from 50c.
A. SEIBERT, Executor.
addition a plate of ice cream and a 2 o’clock p. m. Conditions by
at eight o’clock. Dinner will be served
up. A
JOHN SPITLER.
Early last Friday morning Mr. large banana. The Eagleville Band
Clematis, in pots, a few blue and white left, at
in the Park in the old “celebration” Abram-Buckwalter’s farm house, near
50c. eachplayed during the afternoon. The ice W. M. Pearson, auct. J. M. Zimmerman, clerk p R I V A T E SALE OF
—Mr. Wiest, of Ursinus,and family, style. All invited to go along.
Palms, a few left, at 50c., 75c. and $1.50 each.
this
place,
was
visited
by
a
thief
or
cream
and
candy
stand
was
tastefully
are now snugly domiciled in one of
thieves. Between three and four decorated and the receipts covered all jpU B L IC SALE OF
REAL ESTATE !
3®“ A liberal discount to large buyers.
neighbor Fenton’s brick houses on
OVER 28 BUSHELS TO THE ACRE.
o’clock a member of the family heard expenses with a balance over.
School street.
A
small
farm
situated
in
Upper
Providence
an unusual noise which was attributed
FRESH COWS !
Township, a short distance west of Trappe, con
Benjamin P. Hess, of Clay town
—If “hard cider” gets into the cam ship, Lancaster county, threshed his to the movement of a shutter by the
taining 5 acres and 32 perches of the beet land
SOME POTATOES.
Will
be
sold
at
public
sale,
on
THURSDAY
iu Montgomery county. The improvements are
paign this fall beer and whiskey will crop of twenty acres of wheat. It wind. When the family arose, a little
AUGUST 27, 1891, at Bean’s hotel, Irorbiidge complete and in excellent order. Stone House,
SEND IN YOUR ORDERS NOW FOR
This is the biggest potato year
later, it was soon discovered that a
fiesh cows from York county. These 86x28 feet, having 12 rooms ; 4 rooms on each
be at a discount.
yielded 575 bushels, or an average of portion of the house had been i aided Berks county has ever experienced. J<&£V&!t20
Tulip
Bulbs, single and double, best mixture,
^ j ^ a r e fine, shapely cows, big baggers and
floor, cellar under whole house ; rear
40c. per doz.
—Quite a number of farmers of Up 28f bushels to the acre. The wheat is by thieves. Two suits of elothes, a The crop failed last season in the ext*a milkers. Also a few sheep and lambs
porch and front portico. Barn 38x26
by
feet* wagon house attached ; also all Hyacinth Bulbs, single and double, red, white
per . Providence, Limerick, Lower of extra quality and will Overrun in new overcoat and several dozen of West, and Berks farmers who held on Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions
H. H. ALLEBACII,
and blue, Sic. per doz.
necessary outbuildings in good repair.
*
Providence, and Skippack, left yester weight.
Agent
for
Reeser
and Lalsley.
to
their
potatoes
got
$1
a
bushel
and
eggs were found to be missing. It is
Ample supply of excellent water. There is also
Delivered In September and October.
day to attend the annual Grangers’
a large and very productive apple orchard on
thought that tramps committed this over. This year the farmers planted
the place, together with all other fru it trees and
PROLIFIC FLOW ERS.
picnic at Williams’ Grove.
All
orders by mail and those left with thè Col
about four times the usual acreage.
robbery.
AT 9 O’CLOCK, A. M.
vines in great abundance. This is a model legeville Bakers will receive prompt attention
The
Western
crop
is
a
prolific
one,
as
home
in
every
respect
with
its
convenient
build
and be delivered on their routes free of chaige.
Miss Lizzie Christman, o f. Trappe,
—The bar-room of the popular Val
in Berks and neighboring counties, p l B U C SALE OF
ings, good fences and rich soil. It is within
HEAVY RAIN STORMS.
ley House, Skippack, has been lately has charge of a prolific sunflower stalk
easy access of business places, schools, churches, HORACE
and
it
is
said
there
are'enough
pota
repapered, repainted, and otherwise which is laden at present with 42
etc. This property will be sold on easy terms.
FRESH COWS!
The heavy,rain storms Sunday and toes in the United States to-day to
Apply to the undersigned, owner, residing Seedsman, Florist and Vegetable Plant Grower,
improved. Landlord Cole has an eye flowers and 48 buds.
Monday flooded many sections of feed the whole World. They are rot Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY, AU thereon.
for beauty.
Mrs. J. G. Schweizerhof, of Skip- Pennsylvania. Considerable damage ting in the lowlands, but it is not be GUST 3i, 1891, at Ea^le -hotel, Ironbridge, 20 20au.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
JACOB RITTENIIOUSE.
pack, has a geranium stalk that re was done Sunday evening in Berks lieved that the rot will continue long. «agj& head of fresh cows from Virginia. This
—Messrs. C. U. Bean and William cently
O
-is a lot of fine cows and they deserve the
bore 100 flowers and 68 buds.
county, in Schuylkill and Lebanon Berks farmers are hauling their pota attention of purchasers. Sale at 9 o’clock, a
Amos represented the upper district
m.
Conditions
by
J. G. STAUFFER.
Valleys. A large section of the city toes six tp ten miles, and over, and
of Upper Providence in the Demo
of
Reading
was
partially
submerged,
selling
them
in
Schuylkill
and
neigh
cratic Convention at Norristown,
LADIES’ AID SOCIETY PICNIC.
and a number of residents were res boring .counties. Mahlon C. Detrich,
lUBLIC SALE OF
Tuesday.
FOR THE
The Ladies’ Aid Society of Trinity cued in boats. The flood in the of Kempton, one of the largest deal
—Remember, if you have anything Reformed church, this place, will hold Schuylkill river Monday evening was ers in potatoes in that section, says
SUMMER OF 1891
FRESH COWS !
Farmers, it will pay you to buy TRINto sell—real estate, personal property, their first anniversary picnic in Zim the greatest for a summer season that that at present he pays 30 cents a
Will
be
sold
at
public
sale,
on~
MONDAY,
no matter what jreu have to sell—ad merman’s meadow, near Yerkes Sta has occurred in the past sixteen years. bushel, and that they retail at 35 cents.
L E Y S H IGH GRADE
31, 1891, at Shepard’s Perkiomen
vertise in the I ndependent.
tion, on Thursday, September 3. The At Philadelphia the water rushed to The general price in Reading is. 50 AUGUST
<®gg$&Hooel, 20 fresh cows iroin Cumdesire it to be- distinctly under ward the Delaware at a speed of quite cents. Lower prices are looked for.
J g j^ b e v J a u d county, where the
—C. H. Detwiler, Civil Engineer, of ladies
milkers giow. This is another lot of fine bagstood that everybody will be welcome. fifteen miles an hour, and some dam
All-wool Cassimere, 50c., worth 75c. yard.
eis ancl extra milkeis. Also a lot of Shoats.
Ironbridge, has located at Brooklyn, Come early and remain all day. Din age and much inconvenience to prop
Bed Ticking, only 15c., guaranteed to hold
ELECTRIC SHOCKS.
ale at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
N. Y.
feathers.
Plaid Skirting, 4 yds. for 25c. Good
ner will be served at one large table. erty and residents along the river re
JAMES WYNKOOP.
By so doing you will secure satisfactory re Standard Gingham, 4 yds. for 25c., fast colois.
The
vivid
and
startling
electrical
L.
H.
Ingxam,
auct.
J.
M.
Zimmerman,
cleik.
sulted.
All
invited.
—Mingo creamery paid
cents for
turns for money invested. Repeated tests have Heavy Unbleached Muslin, 4 yds. for 25c. Good
manifestations Sunday evening were
proven the merits of Trinley’s Fertilizers, and quality Cottonade, 15c. yard. Extra heavy Out
July milk,-r-not
cents as reported
quite
natural
sequels
to
the
depressing
to-day they ate among the very best in the ing Flannel, only 10c., cheap at 12c. 4 yards of
p i BLIE SALE OF OHIO
THIRD ANNUAL RE-UNION.
last week.
THE SMITH ODER APPLE.
Toweling for 25c. Mosquito Netting, by pieces,
market.
humidity which prevailed throughout
2 yds. wide, 45c.
the
day.
For
awhile
in
all
directions
—Our old friend John B. Landis, of
What is known as the Smith cider
Ready-made Pants fbr $1.00, and very good.
FRESH COWS! .
A BIG DAY FOR IRONBRIDGE.
the elements were at war and the re
Grater’s Ford, recently shouldered a apple, the most popular and profitable
All New Shades of Outing Shirts for 40c. and
Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY, AU
stalk of corn that measured sixteen apple raised in Bucks county, was a
50 cents.
Next Saturday will be a b:g red- sulting flashes and peals of thunder GUST
Cl,
at
Smoyer’s
hotel,
Tirppe,
20
fiesh
combined
to
portray
the
prodigious
feet eight inches long. He claims that natural fruit, first discovered on a tree letter day in the history of Ironbridge,
<g^ p j $cows direct from Ohio, where they were Best Pure Raw Bone ; The Favorite, and $25 d e n t s ’ B la c k S t i f f Y a c h t H a t s ,
it was raised on Independent Demo growing along a fence on the farm now when will occur the third "annual re power at work. The rain poured down J & j^ c a ie fu lly selected by the “undersigned.
Ravine Phosphates.
50, 60, 75c. and $1.00.
cratic Soil by his Republican farmer- owned by John Carver, at what is union of the castles and commanderies in torrents and flooded the streets and This is a lot of superior cows in every respect.
Favor
me
with
your
presence
and
bids.
Sale
AU Shades of Gents’ Kid Driving Gloves, $1.00
Honors seem to be about even, John. known as Windybush, in Upper Make- of Montgomery, BuckSj Lehigh, Berks water ways%
These
popular
Fertilizers
are
sold
by
and $1.25.
During the storm a blinding flesh of at 2 o’clock. Conditions by ROSENBERRY.
—Mrs. R. H. Gottschall, of Iron- field township. That tree was kept and Chester counties. The ariange- lightning in the vicinity of Rev. S. M. J. G. Fetterolf, auct. J.J. W.
M. Zimmerman, clerk.
F.
P.
FARINGER,
Agent,
ments
'
in
detail
for
the
coming
au
trimmed
by
the
cutting
of
scions
for
bridge accompanied by her mother,
and now cider apple trees are spicious event are about completed, K. Huber’s parsonage, Worcester,
Mrs. Scholl, and a few relatives, left grafting,
IRONBRIDGE P. O., PA.
and only very unfavorable weather prostrated Miss Sallie Huber. The
in
every
orchard
in the county.
IIJBIaIC s a l e o f
Monday for a six weeks’ trip to Can
young lady sustained a severe shock
will
prevent
the
largest
gathering
of
B3P
Orders
will be received at any time at the
ada.
and for some time her condition was
Our $1.25 and $1.68 Ladles’ Kid Shoes are un
Collegeville Roller Mills.
SOjy
people
ever
witnessed
in
that
section
FRESH
COWS
!
GRAND OFFICERS ON A JAUNT.
surpassed.
of the Perkiomen Valley. The parade alarming. Other members of the
—The resolutions received at a late
Ladles’ Oxford Ties, only $1.00 and $1.25.
Will
be
sold
at
public
sale
on
MONDAY,
AU
family
were
also
somewhat
affected.
The following Grand Officers visited will move at 10 a. m.,. with James S.
hour from Ironbridge will be published
31, at M. P. Anderson’s place, near MontExtra Fine Dongola Kid Shoe, $2.00 and $2.50,
YO U R A TTEN TIO N ,
The corner store building at U. Provi GUST
in an official capacity Centre Square Cassel as Chief Mai shall. Six Cornet
next week.
«T^rdégomery Almshouse, a car load of Y7 ^
guaranteed.
Lodge, No. 204, I. O. of 0. F., last Bands will form a lively poition of the dence Square was slightly damaged Jj^jg^fresh cows and a lot of sheep and
Misses’ Kid Shoe, only $1.25.
;—Mr. and Mrs. John Gayner of Saturday evening : William A. With- procession. The list of diversions for by an electric discharge. The house shoats. The cows have been carefully selected
Men’s Plow Shoes, $1.25 (Freed’s make] .
and ¿hey are the kind that will be sure to give
Salem, N. J., and Mr. and Mrs. H. C. rope, D. G. M., James B. Nicholson; the afternoon include a grand concert is uninhabited.
Men’s and Boys’ Boston Club Shoes, only $1.25,
satisfaction. Sale at 2 o’clock, sharp. Condi
Moser and son and daughter of Norri- Grand Sec., of Philadelphia, and A. J. in the grove by different bands ; ad - Lightning struck the gable end of tions by
very easy on the feet.
WELKER & ALEXANDER.
tonville, made life enjoyable and inter Trucksess, D. D. G. M., of Providence dresses by prominent Knights ; tub, the school house at Mont Clare, tear W. Pearson, auct. J. M. Zimmerman, clerk.
Lawn Tennis Shoes, 40, 50 and 60 cents.
esting at the scribe’s home Sunday Square. They spent a pleasant even sack, and wheelbarrow races, and base ing out some of the masonry and dam
I f you want to save money and run no
afternoon.
p R I V A T E SALE OF
ing and found Centre Square Lodge in ball contest. In the evening there aging the stove pipe.
risks in buying
Two houses and the Philadelphia
a flourishing condition.
will be a hop in Eagle Hall.
—When the students come again !
WE CAN’T BE BEATEN.
and R. R., station at Royersford were
HORSES !
Choice Bee-Hive Syrup, only 50c. gal. Good
also struck by lightning Damages
—Ah 1 then ?
Table and Baking Syrup, only 40c.
I have arrived with and hold at private
axe sale
saie at
au
THE TURF.
SELLING PEACHES.
not known at this writing.
’ Best quality New Orleans Molasses, 60c» gal.
my stables near Limerick Square.
—There will be more music about
The
attendance
at
the
Lower
Provi
Extra
Fat
No. 2 Mackerel, only $1.25 a bucket.
Montgomery
county,
a
choice
lot
of
S. R. Shupe, auctioneer of Evans
Come and see me before purchasing elsewhere. New White Fish, 10 lb. buckets, 75c.
town.
Iowa Horses. Among the number are1
DEATHS.
burg, is at present engaged selling dence Driving Park last Saturday
White Wine Vinegar, 25c. gal.
sevei al that will make 2:24, and the en
All machinery guaranteed to give satis
3 cans fine Corn, 25c. | 3 cans Tomatoes, 25c.
tire lot are choice. Come and see them.
—There was a sharp frost at Deni peaches at Jutland, N. J. Thousands afternoon was good. Quite a number
Charley
L.
Hunsicker,
son
of
D.
M.,
4 lbs. best Head Rice for 25c.
ISAAC T. MILLER
faction, or no sale. Also
son and Vail, in Iowa, on Saturday of baskets are sold every day, ranging of speedy horses were on the grounds, and Kate R. Hunsicer, died Sunday at
4 lb. Box Starch, 25c:.
morning. A fall of 50° in the temper in price from 20 cents to 70 cents per but nobody seemed disposed to engage the home of his parents at Ironbridge,
1 lb. best Chewing Tobacco, 25c. Pickles, 10c.
in
speed
contests.
The
weather
per
doz. Full Cream Cheese, 15c. lb. Finest Gin
ature occurred at Watertown, South basket. Most of the peaches sold
aged 13 years. Death was caused by
ANTED!
ger Snaps, 10c. lb., or 3 for 25c. Water Crack
Dakota, last Friday night, and the thus far have been shipped to Penn- haps had something to do with the paralysis of the heart superinduced by W AA physician wauls a young man to at
(5 drawers,) for $21. Guaranteed for, 5 yeaie. ers, 3 lbs. for 25c. Still have a few Old Potatoes,
frost line was touched. Weather s.ylvania. This week the bidding will lethargic state of the drivers. After diphtheria and erysipelas. The fun tend to hoi ses. Apply at
$1.30 bushel. FULL LINE OF HARDWARE,
THIS OFFICE.
be more spirited, as buyers from New considerable persuasion a single heat eral will be held to-day (Thursday) at
OILS, DRUGS, PAINTS, CEMENT, PLASTER
variations!
L.
B.
WISMER,
PARIS, OIL CLOTHES, &c. E xtra heavy Fly
York and Massachusetts are expected contest was had between J. Croll’s 10 a. ro. Interment in Trinity Re
Screen Doors, all sizes, for $1.00 and $1.25.
ANTED.
—We are instructed to say that the to make things interesting for Penn gray pacer, Samuel Bard’s sorrel mare, formed cemetery, this place.
Near
Station,
COLLEGEVILLE,
PA.
Window Screens, all sizes, 25 and 35c. Agent
woman to do geneial house,
¥work jin Aa young
and Ed. Gottschall’s bay gelding, re
singing class that fheets at Cassel’s sylvania buyers.
9ap3m.
fbr Allentown Ready-mixed Paints. Save agents’
private family. Inquire, at
sulting in a victory for the gray pacer ;
big profits by purchasing The Demorest Sewing
school house, Skippack, is a private
THIS
OFFICE.
Mrs.
Margaret
Davis,
widow
of
Machine for $19.50, with ajl attachments, deliv
time, 2:56. Messrs. Jesse and William Nathan Davis, of Eagleville, died
enterprise for the benefit of the mem
ered free. Orders by mail promptly attended to
ORCHARD ROBBED.
Rosenberry, father and son, of Skip- Wednesday of last week. Mrs. Davis
bers of the class.
ANTED.
and goods delivered to all parts.
A
husband
and
wife
desire
a
position
on
pack,
engaged
in
a
lively
brush
with
A correspondent writes : —During
was
about
40
years
of
age.
She
had
W. P. FENTON,
a
farm,
or
will
take
charge
of
a
small
place.
—Phoenixville’s taxes on borough
nights of August 13 and 15 the the father’s bay pacer, a three-year- been ill for four weeks with Bright’s Both have bad experience in gardening and
account amount to $16,789 on a $3,- the
21feb
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
old,
and
the
son’s
trotter.
The
bay
orchard of Philip Weaver on the John
disease. Deceasgd leaves one son. trucking, in addition to the usual work of farm
392,517 valuation.
Harley farm, Upper Providence, was pacer won, showing a 3:15 gait. This The funeral took place Saturday after and farm house. AddressH. W. MILLER,
—Uriah B. Shade, P. and R. signal robbed of apples, some trees being was a lively exhibition of speed ; the noon at 1 o’clock. Interment was
Plover, Lehigh County, Pa.
20au.
man at the tower near Linfield, was shaken. Mr. Weaver discharged a gentlemen from Skippack are always made at Lower Providence Baptist Hosensack Station, Perk. R. R. .
Having greatly increased our large stock ‘ of
stunned by lightning Sunday night volley of shot after the thieves, but willing to do their share. Ed. Phipps church.
Men’s, Boys’,, Ladies’ and Children’s Shoes,
while on duty. He was found uncon with no effect. They jumped into a of Evansburg and Frank Koons of
OTICE.
we invite you to call and examine them
.
scious by John Wagner, the signal wagon and drove off. Surely in .this Grater’s Ford gave a running exhibi
In
the
Court
of
Common
Pleas
of
Mont^
Stella, infant daughter of Leonard
County. On the 1st day of June, A. D.,
before making your purchases for
man who came to relieve him on Mon- great harvest of fruit there is no oc tion with their flyers.
and Susan Smith, died of cholera in gomery
1891, was presented the petition of John D. Funk
the Spring and Summer.
the township of Upper Providence, said county,
day morning. We are glad to say that casion for stealing when enough -may
fantum at the residence of the parents of
representing, inter alia : T hat there is of record in
be
had
for
the
asking.
Mr. Shade is improving.
Having had the greater part of our Ladies’
DEMOCRATIC CONVENTIONS.
at Areola, Monday morning, aged 11 the Recorder’s office of said county, a certain mort
gage, given by Adam Schrack to Melchior Reeser,
and Children’s Fine Shoes made at the factories;
A large and enthusiastic gathering months.- The funeral was held yester dated June 6,1800, and recorded in Mortgage Book
therefore we can’t be outdone either in price? or^
No. 5 page 223, to secure the payment or six hun
WHO STOLE THE HOPS ?
AN OLD TINSMITH IS HE.
of adherents to the Democratic faith day (Wednesday) afternoou. Inter dred
and fifty pounds, in the installments in said
$ 1 3 5 quality. Our Ladies’ Oxford Ties are dandies.
ment
at
Lower
Providence
Presby
mortgage
specified.
T
hat
said
mortgage
vis
a
lien
at the Court House, Norris-“
That is the question which is agita
Our Ladies’ and Mis?es’ Kid Shoes can’t be beat.
Nathan \ Wagonhurst, of Gilberts- assembled
upon ALL THAT CERTAIN PLANTATION
terian
ciiurch.
Will not say much about our Men’s and Boys’
town,
Tuesday,
to
elect
delegates
to
and tract of land situate in New Providence (now
ting a portion of the upper ward. Last ville, Montgomery county, claims to
Upper Providence) Township, said county of Mont
Fine Shoes ; if you call and examine style,
Saturday, during the absence of Dr. be the oldest tinsmith in Eastern the State Convention and to nominate
gomery, bounded by lands or Ludwig Ashenfelter,
quality and price, you will not go away without
FROM LIMERICK. '
John Marsteller, Christian Reeser, and others, fully
and Mrs. Stibitz and Mrs. Gordon and Pennsylvania. He has followed it a county ticket.
a pair.
described in said mortgage, and containing one
$
9
0
.
Men’s, Boys’ and Women’s Line in Heavy
The forenoon convention for the
daughter, the hop vines in the gardens over sixty-five years, and during the
and ten acres or land.
Mrs. Elizabeth Johnson, who spent hundred
Shoes Is complete, and a t prices to suit the
T hat said Molchior Reeser by his assignment
cultivated by the persons named were last ten years has not lost a single election of thirteen delegates to rep two weeks in Limerick, returned to dated
April 21,1802, and recorded in Mortgage Book
times. Can’t be beat oa the Celebrated Freed
No. 12 page 550 assigned said mortgage to one Benja N O N P A R E I L - , $ 4 0 . Shoes for Men and Boys. I have fourteen differ
stripped of their fruitage by the ruth day from work in his shop. -He is resent Montgomery county at the Parkerford on Saturday.
min
Jacobs.
„
T
hat
no
other
assignment
of
said
ent kinds to select ftow and a larger stock of
less hand of some sneaking thief. nearly 85 years old. Last fall he Democratic State Convention at Har
appears upon the records of said office.
them cannot he found at auy other place and at
Jacob Custer, of this vicinity, is im Tmortgage
hat by divers conveyances part of said property
The establishment of a small brewery manufactured 467 lard cans in a little risburg, on September 3, was called to
prices which we defy competition.
V
I
C
T
O
R
became
vested
in
the
petitioner.
T
hat
no
satisfac
may follow, but to accurately locate over a month, and his wife, who will order by the chairman of the standing proving his property by building a tion of said mortgage has been entered upon the
N. B.—We do not keep any slop shop work
wagon
house
30x26
feet.
record
thereof.
'1
hat
the
presumption
of
payment
that is often advertised—“ Men’s Fine Shoes at
the enterprise will not be an.easy mat be 70 this month, painted them as her committee, Edward F. Kane.
of said mortgage has long since arisen by lapse of
75c., Ladies’ at 50c. ; Children’s at 25c.” We
A set of resolutions prepared by H.
T hat no demand for either principal or in
ter. Then again, hops are quite mark husband made them. He still works
A monument was placed in position time.
keep a stock that speaks for itself,—we let^)ur
terest has been made for more than twenty years.
U.
Brunner
Esq.,
were
adopted
which
etable, you know.
in
Limerick
church
cemetery
last
goods do our advertising.
T
hat
the
legal
holder
or
holders
of
said
mortgage
industriously at the business.
declared that all taxation exacted from Wednesdaj", to the memory of Samuel are not known to the petitioner.
Give us a call and be convinced. Custom
The petitioner prayed the Court to direct the
work and repairing promptly, neatly, and
the people should be applied to public Loucks, Esq., who was buried Novem Shèriif
SCHOOL DAYS.
to give notice to the end that said mortgage
cheaply done at short notice at the
may be satisfied of record.
ON AN EASTERN TRIP.
purposes only. They also declared ber 19, 1890.
Notice is hereby given to the holder or holders of
The public schools of this (Inde
G e ts T h e re
against
“bossism”
and
the
Republican’
Said
mortgage,
or
their
legal
representatives,
to
ap
pendent) district will open next Mon
B. F. Kern and family, of Blown
© d ^ T r o n b r id g s Shoe Store
Miss Jessfe Roj’er, Mi^s, Lillie pear in Said court of Common Pleas to be held at
of administratio n The Re
Norristown, on Monday, October 6, 1891, a t 10
day morning, August 31. The schools count}', Kansas, are visiting relatives methods
Rhoades
and
Mr.
Ralph
Royer,
of
B a h n S ta tio n .
a. m., to answer said petition, and show
of the township will open Tuesday, and friends in this section. Mr. Kern, publican Auditor General and State Trappe; paid ns a very pleasant noc o’clock
cause, if any they have, why the said Court should
Treasurer
were
arraigned
for
a
grave
2ap
not
order
and
direct
full
satisfaction
to
be
entered
A. W. LOUX.
September 8. The boys aiid girls are who removed to Kansas some years
upon the rècord of said mortgage by the Recorder
dereliction of duty in not requiring turnal visit last week. Mr. Royer’s of
Deeds of said county, in accordance with the
preparing to resume their work in the ago, is successfully engaged in' farm accounting
solo,
entitled
“Rock
me
to
sleep
on
th'e
Victor Cushion 'l ire.
officers throughout the
Acts of Assembly in such case made and provided.
school room, and there will be a gen ing. While in town the other morning
v to tk t; to trespa ssers.
billows of Jhe deep,” had a very sooth By the Court,
CLINTON RORER,
State
to
pay
over
the
money
as
direct
Henry
M.
Brownback,
Attorney.
Sheriff.
C O L U M B IA ,
$135. i v All persons aie hereby stiieâÿ forbidden,
eral overhauling of Looks and satchels, he paid this office a very pleasant visit
ing effect, for we soon realized “Mid Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., Aug. 24,1891.
ed
by
the
act
of
the
General
Assembly,
under penalty of law, to trespass on the prem
fresh demands for slates, pens and and favored us with an interesting de The administration of Governor Rob summer’s Night Dream” to perfection.
ises of ¿he undersigned in search of chenies,
H
A
R
T
F
O
R
D
,
100.
pencils, and some anticipation as to scription of the western methods of
berries, other fiuit, or game. All offender's will
A colored camp meeting is in pro
s t a t e n o t ic e .
be dealt with according to law.
liow the “new teacher” will run the farming. We wish Mr. Kern and his ert E. Pattison and the action of gress
L
O
V
E
L
,
.
.
.
85,
iu
Egolf’s
Park,
near
Spring
State
Senator
A.
D,
Markley
and
the
Estate of Theresa Custer, late of Lower
junl8.
ANNA BRUNNER, U. Providence.
machiue, or as to how many new rules interesting family a safe journey home
Providence
township,
deceased.
Letters
of
ad
members of the House of Represents- City. A large crowd was present op
COVEN TRY R IV A L,
75.
the “old teacher” has determined to and continued prosperity.
ministration
upon
the
above
estate
having
been
tives—Messrs, Baker, Burton, Walters Sunday afternoon. The young man granted to the undersigned, all persons indebted
o t ic e t o t r e s p a s s e r s .
adopt.
JUNIOR, $20 to $35.
All persons are hereby strictly forbidden,
who spoke took his text, as is custom to said estate are requested to make immediate
and Wile—were also commended.
under
penalty of law, to trespass on the Dewecs
payment,
and
those
having
legal
cloims
to
pre
JUNIOR
MECHANICS
AT
OAKVIEW
.
A
resolution
recommending
to
the
ary
with
the
colored
clergy,
from
HARVEST SERVICES.
farm in search of hen ies, frui t of any kind, or
same w ithout delay to
Democratic State Convention the Revelations, ’ wherein it says : “He sent theHENRY
game. All offender's will be dealt with accord
E. CUSTER, Administrator.
It is estimated that about 500 per candidacy
“Bless the Lord for He is Good and
ing to law.
of J. Morgan Root, of that overcometh shall be a pillar in the
His mercies endureth forever,” formed sons attended the union picnic of Pottstown, for selection as a delegate- house of my God.” The camp will Lower Providence P. O., Pa.
P. WILLIARD,
Attorney for P. P. Dewees.
Junior
Order
United
American
Me
the basis for an eloquent discourse by
at-large to the proposed Constitution continue until Monday, August 31.~
Trappe, July 20,1891.
FISHING TACKLE
s t a t e n o t ic e .
Rev. E. T. Rretschmann at Augustus chanics at Oakview Park Norristown al Convention', was adopted.
Estate of Philip H. Bechtel, late of Upper
The closing exercises of the Evan Providence
Lutheran church, Trappe, Sunday on Saturday. Gen. John F. Hartranft
—AND—
township, Montgomery county, de
The ballot for delegates to the State
morning. The attendance was large Council, No. 381, of Norristown,under Convention resulted e:s follows : John gelical camp at Royersford, last Thurs ceased. Lettei s testamentary on the above es
g U T L E R ’S g ° O K !
and much interest was taken in the whose auspices the event was given, U. Hendricks, Perkiomen ; Edward G. day, were the most interesting of all. tate havhig been granted to the undersigned, all
pei sons indebted to said estate are requested to
Bishop
Dubbs,
whose
features
recalled
were
much
pleased
over
the
success
services. The floral display kindly
make immediate payment, and those having
Mock, Frederick; Dr. John G.
1,000 P ag es ,
donated and arranged by Florist H. greeting their efforts, but stated that Hersch, East Greenville ; John J. to our mind those of Hon. Edwin M. legal claims, to present the same without delay
200 Or ig in al E n g r a v in g s ,
EMELINE BECHTEL, Trappe,
Rimby,' was strikingly unique and very had they had the proper railroad Murphy, Bridgeport ; B. Frank Hen Stanton, Lincoln’s Secretary of War, to .
HENRY D. BECHTEL, Royersford,
E l eg an t B in d i n g s ,
attractive, constituting a combination facilities, all the Councils of the dricks, Gwynedd; John H. Berge, delivered one of the most interesting,
DANIEL D. BECHTEL,
“
P u b l ish e d i n T hree L an g u a g es ,
of Grandiflora, fringed with Gladioli State would in all probability have Lower Salford ( Joseph N. Malsberger, impressive and sensible discourses we
ABRAHAM D. BECHTEL, “
P o pu l a r P r ic e s .
ever
listened
to.
Presiding
Elder
Or
their
attorneys,
Executors.
been
represented.
They
expected
that
and Fern, with Words “The Harvest is
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Pottstown ; William F. Myers, ConHobson <&Hendricks, Norristown, Pa.
First Edition,
1 0 0 ,0 0 0 Copies.
Plenty” in immortelles placed diagon 5000 persons at the very least would shohocken ; William L. Deal, Lans- Hainan, in asking for a collection,
THE ONLY AUTHENTIC WORK BY
ally across the paralellogram. Just be present, and although their expec dale ; Calvin Fakley-, Pottstown ; said : “We should be willing to pay
o r sa le.
above this was displayed a sheaf of tations were not realized', yet the William Reinold, Lower Merion, and for a square meal after the good, jgS T A T E NOTICE.
A large two-aml-a-hal f story brick house, Gen’l Benjamin
Butler.
affair was successful as far as known. George Hamel, Abington. One hun wholesome and solid food given by
wheat and a sickle.
Estate of Abram Beard, late of Upper having 13 rooms ; cellar under'whole. L ot 73
The addresses of the prominent speak dred and seventy-nine votes were cast. Bishop Dufbs.” The exercises closed Providence,
Exclusive territory and liberal terms given to
deceased. Letters testamentary upon by 200 feet. The Improvements all first-class.
by joining hands and forming a circle
ers present were listened to with the
estate have been granted to the undersigned. Within 250 yards of CollegevlUe Station. Terms reliable agents. Accompany application for
. Strength and Health.
territory with $2.00 for prospectus.
The afternoon convention passed off and singing that grand old song : said
Those indebted to the same will please make easy, For further particulars apply to
If you are not feeling strong and healthy, try utmost attention.
J. W. KEELER & CO.,
very quietly. N. H. Lazelere, Esq,, of “God be with you till we meet again,” prompt settlement, and those having claims will
Electric Bitters. If * l.a Grippe has left you
W. H. BLANCHFORD, Collegeville, Pa
239 S o u t h S ix t h S t ., P h il a d e l p h i a , P a .
Norristown, and Dr. John Todd, of Thus ended a very orderly and well present them without delay to
weak and weary, use Electric Bitters. This
Bueklen’s
Arnica
Salve.
SARAH A. BEARD, Executrix,
remedy acts directly on Liver, Stomach and
Pottstown, were nominated delegates conducted camp meeting.
J iO R SALE.
2jy
Collegeville, Pa,
Kidneys, gently aiding those organs to perform
The best eal ve in the world for cuts, bruises,
lOR SAFE.
their functions. If you are afflicted with 8ick sores, ulcers, salt rheum, fever sores, tetter, to the Constitutional Convention.
A farm of 145 acres, near Collegeville, F < A bay mare, 10 years old ; sound and an
Headache, you will find speedy and permanent chapped hands, chilblains, corns, and all skin The nominee for Director "of the Poor
excellent
driver. Will be sold cheap. For fur
known as the Z:mmerman Farm. Will be sold
o r sa le !
o r sa le i
relief by taking Electric Bitters. One trial will eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay was Rueben Munshower, of Upper
100 good whiskey barrels for cider and as a whole or in tracts to suit. For further ther particulars apply to
A Johnson manure spreader, good as new.
convince you that this is the remedy you need. required. It is guaranteed to give perfect satisROBERTS MACHINE CO.,
particulars apply to
vinegar, cheap.
J. M. ZIMMERMAN,
Large bottles only 50c., at Culbert’s Drug faction, or money refunded. Price 25 cents per Hanover, and for-Jury Commissioner, Apply to
28jy
Collegeville, Pa.
ljan.
JAMES G. DETWILER.
J. H. HENDRICKS, Scnwepksville, Pa,
30jy
Collegeville, Pa. $-6]
8tore.
#
0 * box. For sale at Culbert’s Drug Store.
John A, Went?, of Springfield,

Hoie Flashes and Snarls From Abroad.

Greenhouse and Bedding Plants !

BULBS for Fall Planting !

A

FERTILIZERS

f

P h o sp h a te s!

BARGAINS

D R Y G O O D S!

TH R EE GRADES!

OUR SHOE DEPARTMENT
fa s Never So Complete.

FARMERS

In

f i Fine Groceries,

Fanning Implements,

Hitli • A n Siier M i Machine

W

Shoes!

Shoes!

VICTOR HIGH GRADES,

CREDENDA

DIAMOND,

Cushion Tire

Everj Time I

E

N

Bicycle Suits, Bells and Sundries!

E

General Sporting Goods !
G .W .Y O S T

F

F

F

F.

( S uccesso R

to

DANIEL SHULER,)

Trappe, Montgomery Go., Pa

ii All Its
WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.
Coffins and Caskets of all description on hand
and furnished at short notice. Chairs furnished
for use at funerals free of charge.
^ T W ill meet trains at Collegeville, Royersford, and Spring City.
ISF" Telegraph Office—Collegeville, Pa.

ENTERPRISE

Our facilities for execu

IAEBLE WOEKS
ROIEBSFORD, Mont. Co., Pa.

ting JOB WORK are such
as to enable us to do strict

I would announce to my friends and the public
th a t I am now prepared to furnish

ALL KINDS OF MARBLE WORK
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
M o n u m e n t s and T o m b st o n es , of Italian 01

American Marble or Granite, in the
finest and latest designs.

ly first-class work prompt
ly and at reasonable prices.
The Job Work done at the

G a lvan ized - R ailings, Independent Office favor

For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of

ably compares with that

BUILDINGS, STEPS, SILLS, ETC., ETC
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, th at has been
turned out at the E n t e r p r is e W o r k s . Call and
se6 me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
ilLow prices and fair dealings,
RESPEC TFU LLY\

D. Theo. Buckw alter.

June 8-ly.

TRAPPE

Harness Store !
H A R N E SS
—AND—

H o rse G o o d s

New Harness of every description made to or
der of the best material promptly. Good stock
and good workmanship guaranteed. No matter
what you may want in the line o f harness or
horse goods in general, I can furnish you with
the same at right prices. Light and heavy Col
lars, Whips, Blankets, Horse Covers, Fly Nets,
&c., &c.

Repairing of Whatever Description
Favor me with your

W . R. W ersler,
2maly

TRAPPE, PA.

anywhere

in the

For years w e have had a great deal to do w ith cloth
C o lle g e v ille , Pa.,
ing the people of Montgomery county. From year to
DEALERS IN
year we have made many important improvements,
just as a growing business has stimulated greater and White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock
more intelligent effort.
LUM BER,
This season is no exception. On the contrary the Various grades, dressed and undressed.
vast array of
SH IN G LES, split and sawed.
SPRING CLOTHING
PICKETS, CEDAR AND CHESTNUT
We have prepared for the existing season w ill show
RAILS.
eater perfection and more advanced ideas than any
©ceding Stock.
Improved organization, wider L e h i g h a n d S c h u y l k i l l
thought and increased endeavor, the natural outcome
of larger experience, enable us to offer you not only
SsL
finer Ready-to-Wear-Clothing, but lower priees than
heretofore. The combinations for your advantage and
comfort bespeak for us a handsome increase in sales,
and your continued support and encouragement w ill
certainly nerve us to still greater effort to deserve your
patronage. In nearly every instance
COAL. - - COAL.
OUR PRICES
F L O U R ,
Are much lower than those of any other house, and by
way of emphasizing this assertion we herewith give a Corn, B ran , M id d lin gs,
few suits taken at random from our great stock. The OATS, L IN SE E D M EAL.
goods in question include only this season’s newest and
AND CAKE M EAL.
best styles, and w e are positive they cannot be dupli
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
cated anywhere for less than 25 or 30 per cent more Town and Country Paint,—second to none in
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
money.
*
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for bam s and
Strictly All-wool Cheviot Men’s Suits, $8.50 and $10.00, in the latter range you’ll find very
handsome light and dark' colors in cassimeres, black cheviots and worsteds that are A 1 wearers.
A t $12, $14 and $15 we show the most beautiful light and dark oassimeres, black cheviots and the
very latest braze entitled, Home Spun. Suits made with double breasted coats and double breast
ed vests. In every particular they are gotten up ju st as stylish and fit ju st as well as though they
were made for you.

а. m., 4.15, 6.30 p. m. Sundays—Express, 5.15
7.00, 7.30, 8.00, 8.30, 9.00, 9.30 a. m., 4.45 p m.
Accommodation, 8.00a. m., an d 4.45 p. m.

—A PULL LINE OP ALL HINDS OP—

H O RSE

G O O D S,

Including blankets, lap covers, whips, fly nets,
«fee. A full stock of'collars always on hand,
and all kinds of the best harness manufactured
a t short notice. Ordered work and repairing
will receive prompt attention.
27janyl

V IS IT T H E O ED
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—FOR BARGAINS IN—

Harness and all Horse Goods!
. The best grades of working and driving Col
lars. First-class material used in making new
stock and in all repairs. Full stock of blankets,
robes, lap covers, and everything in the line of
the business. Repairing attended to promptly.
t-i?“ Cigars and Tobacco.

C. M. HALLMAN.
Successor to

Detwiler.

C H A S . H. D E T W I L E R ,

Veterinary Surgeon & Dentist
Graduate Ontario Veterinary College.
Honorary Member Ontario Vet. Med. Associa’n

D entistry a Specialty.
Symptoms are tossing of the head, tongue loll
ing, drawing on one rein, frothing a t the mouth,
discharge from the eyes, difficulty in masticatIn^food, abnormal growth, caries teeth, &c.
Diseases of all domesticated animals treated.
Lame horses and chronic diseases will be treated
a t the Infirmary if desired. CASTRATION of
horses and colts in the standing position. Special
attention given to surgical operations. Tele
phone at Office. Iron. Bridge Exchange No. 1.

E b í LTS

Iron Bridge, Fa.

■W B B ■ ■ ^ % “AN AKESIS” gives instant reI I L W lief and is an infallible cure for
r II r
Piles. Price $1. By Druggists or
I !■ ■■
Samples free. Address “ANA K ESIS,” Box 2418, New Xork City.
aulSly.

ED HORSES and DEAD HORSES
and COWS will be removed by the under
O
signed upon request, Higest price paid for

worn-ouWioreeg, THEO. M. CASSELBERRY.

LowerProvidence, ?*«

C O LLEG EV ILLE

R

O LLER
O LLER

,

9s?

MILLS!
IIL L S !

15 M i

WHEÄTBRÄN

B u s in e s s R e s u m e d .

Wleat and Bye Wantei at all Ties.

BAKERY!

CarriageWorks !

Wm. J. THOMPSON,

BEEFVEAL =
=MUTT0N ,=

vance.

U PPER PROVIDENCE SQUARE

fencing.

A. WEITZENKORN & SONS,
DESTROYING CUT WORMS.
BETUBNINO, LEAVE ATLANTIC CITY
Professor J. L. Budd, in the Des Pottstown, Pa.
Largest Clothiers in Interior Penna. FOR SALE AT WHOLESALE PRICES
Depot, corner of Atlantic and Arkansas Ave
county. Favor us with nues
:
Moines Register attests the value of
Week days—Express, 7.00, 7.30, 8.00, 9.00, fall plowing in killing the cut-worms.
10.00 a. m , 4.00,5 30 . 6 30, 7 30, 9.30 p. m
your orders and we will Accommodation,
6.00, 8.10 a. m., and 4.30 p. He says : “We have an object lesson
m. Sundays—Express, 3.30, 4.00, 5.00, 6 00,
at this timé of much interest and
Our Own Make and Western, Exб.
30,7.00,
7.30, 8 00, 9.30 p. m. Accommoda
do our best to serve you tion, 7.30 a. in., and5.05
p. m.
*
The disastrous fire, Monday night, July 14, 1891, reduced to
cellent Grade.
value. We prepared ground last fall
C. G. HANCOCK,
for
planting
our
cherry
and
plum
pits
A.
A.
McLEOD,
Gen.
Pass.
Ag’t.
ashes
what
years
of
unremitting
toil
had
accumulated.
There
being
well.
Pres, and Gen. Manager.
by plowing well about the last of Sep
tember and again in November. The but one of two alternatives to accept— either “ throw up the sponge,”
Department of Agriculture. prepared ground was not large enough bemoan misfortune, with no ambition to re-assume business responsi
for all the seeds, and about half a bilities, or else begin again with a determination to regain that which
bushel of the plum seeds were planted
RAISING RHUBARB.
on
ground occupied last summer and an hour’s fire destroyed, and with the hope that renewed prosperity
Of all the garden plants raised in
%
If you have anything to the open ground rhubarb is the first to fall with a crop of mangles^ rutabagas will follow in the wake of adversity— we have chosen the latter.
come into use in the spring, writes a and cabbage, and not plowed until
OUR OWN MAKE.
Arrangements are being made to re-build the ruined structure
sell and want to sell it, and Stamford (Conn.) farmer. H^lf a spring. On this ground the plants as quickly as possible. In the meantime make-shift conveniences will
dozen of well-established plants, if came up quite as thickly as on the fallif you want your neighbors properly cared for, will furnish stalks plowed ground, but at this time there enable us to fill orders for various kinds of work, including the
enough for a family. Thus ahy lot- are not 100 plants to the row, and erection of W ind Pumps, Tanks, the Repairing of Machinery, &c. JßgT“ A Futi Stock o f all Other Kinds
and the rest of mankind to holder in a town who has a small space these are going from hour to hour. The T H R E S H E R S and CLEANERS, stored in a shed, were saved.
o f Feed.
to spare may keep his family supplied The soil is so full of worms that no These superior machines, guaranteed to do first-class work, will be
know that you have some with the best cooking substitute for possibility of saving the plants exists. sold at fair prices. W e have arranged to secure good horse-powers at
apples that we have. But it will not On the fall-plowed ground scarcely a
thing to sell and want to do to set out a few rhubarb plants in plant of the plum or cherry has been short notice and can make up a. complete threshing outfit in a few
poor soil and leave the ground to. cut off. Instead, after careful inspec days from receipt of order.
P A 1 S T B R O S .,
sell it—no matter what it pack down around them without any tion I only found two plants ruined,
W e hope to be able to report more progress in the near future. COLLEGEVILLE,
—:—
PENNA.
cultivation. They need high ' manur and these were in the outside rows.
R ESPEC TFU LLY ,
is—A D V E R T I S E in the ing, and the earth around them should Our root grafts of cherry, plum, pear
kept in a lo6e, friable condition. and apple are mostly on ground plowed R o b er t s M achine C ompany , C o llegeville , P a .
columns of the Indepen be
For several years I have had the op late in the fall, turning under a crop
COLLEGEVILLE
rye sowed the last of August. Not T «W E R PROVIDENCE
dent—The best advertising portunity of observing the great dif aofsign
THE COLLEGEVILLE
of cut-worms is found on this
ference in the quantity and quality of
ground.
On
the
other
hand,
every
medium in the middle sec the product where they were well thing put out on land unplowed in the
cared for and where they were neg
SEASON OF 1891.
J O H N T . K E Y S E R , P ro p ’r.
tion of Montgomery Co. lected. When open-headed barrels fall has been seriously injured or to I desire to inform the public that I am ready
have been set over the plants the tally ruined by the different species of to receive horses for speed training. Having
and excellent stable factlities, I am pre
W herever the Independent stalks have grown long and spindling, tint-worms. So far as . known to the ample
pared to give animals entrusted to my care the
----F R E S H ---I beg leave to remind the public that I am still
and were very brittle and tender, and writer the fall plowing at proper time best possible attention, and I mean, to leave
at
the
old
stand,
and
expect
to
remain
for
some
nothing
undone
in
giving
my
patrons
the
best
circulates it is eagerly the flavor seemed improved. But I is the only safe and practicable method possible service for value received’.
time to come—ready to receive all orders for all
B R E A D ,
The track will be he kept in good condition. kinds of Carriages, Buggies and Spring Wagons,
don’t think the quantity is increased, of eradicating these pests.’.’
Members’ tickets will date from May 1st, 1891, at GREATLY REDUCED PRICES. Best ma
scanned by interested read and if it is continued long I believe it
R O L L S ,
good for one season ; price, $2.50. Single ad terial used ; satisfaction guaranteed ; second
Those who are obliged to keep their mission to track, 25 cents. Those desiring hand wagons taken in exchange, and generally
—&C., (fee.,—
will enfeeble the plants. I have
speed contests can be accommodated by on hand for sale.
ers. It is read by at least noticed, also, that there is a wide dif poultry confined all the time may, by special
paying a small sum for the benefit of the track.
We offer a good rubber-top buggy for $75 and
E V E R Y MORNING
The
track
will positively be closed to the public $80.
The best for $90 and $95, using any kind
ference in the value of different va giving an hour’s liberty just at night, on Sundays.
R. P. BALDWIN, Proprietor.
of
spring
desired
and
made
in
the
latest
style.
.
3500 people every week, rieties.
I have two, one of which is provide a daily grass ration and quite
Ic e C re am ,
I would call special attention to“ the Duplex
much superior to the other both in a supply of animal food without ex
Gear, most suitable for business and pleasure
Different
flavors, during the Season.
and its circulation is stead yield
wagons ; body hangs close to the ground ; light,
and quality, but I do not know pense. The amount of scratching a
strong, durable and cheap.
Parties, P icn ics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.
the name of either. Seedsmen quote hen can do in one hour in the morning —BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN THE BEST— Repairing of all kinds will receive prompt and
ily increasing.
careful attention. Wheels of all kinds furnished
the Linneas as one of the best. It is surprising, hut at night this may be
at short notice. Always in stock a full supply of
OTICE TO HAT BEYERS I
spokes, rims and shafts, as well as other repair
takes so long to get producing plants avoided.
N'
material.
Charges
always
reasonable.
Dairymen should remember that less
AS* H ats Retailed a t Wholesale Prices.
from the seed that the best way is to
Very truly yours,
We receive all leading styles as soon as adopted:
propagate by roots set deep enough to ening the cost in producing milk is
You can save retailers profits by buying your hats
R. H. GRATER.
direct from the manufacturers.
17aphave the crowns well covered. As the quite as short a Cut to the profits, and
We manufacture all leading styles or make any
style to order without extra charge.
plants increase in size the roots 'may equally as certain, as an advance in
Stiff
H ats retailed at $1.50 to $2.50 and will equal
Subscribe for the PROVI be subdivided to make other hills. price per gallon. Improvement in the
goods wholesale a t same prices. The $1.60 hat is
Hand finished in neat and leading styles and will
Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues
equal any $2 h at in the market. The $2 hat Is hand
cow, the feed and the management will day,
made, also in neat and leading styles and will equal
Thursday and Saturday mornings of each
DENCE INDEPENDENT, Plants from the seed will not always insure
the
first
condition,
and
will
any
$2.50 hut in the market. The $2.50 hat is a full
week. Thankful to the public for past favors he
prove the same variety as the parent
wine stiff hat, made of the best material and most
most likely he followed by the second. invites continued patronage. Highest cash price
careful
hand labor, reverse bound and will equal
paid for calves.
$1.25 per annum, in ad stalk— N. Y. World.
goods'sold on -Eighth, Market and Chestnut streets,

^ D riv in g Park.«

W . E . Johnson, Proprietor.

4j5Gristock <fcYanderslice,4jjSi

CORN BRAN.

Always on hand.

Promptly and neatly done,
orders.

done

THIS SEASON.

RYE F E E D !

A PULL STOCK OP

■

any means. The three breeds or strains
of Alderney, Jêrsey and Guernsey
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
originated on the three small islands
Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as which lie off the coast of France and
follows :
known as the Channel Islands, where
FOR PHILADELPHIA AND POINTS SOUTH.
they
Milk..................................................
6.36
a. m. have been bred with the greatest
Accommodation...................................... 8.03 a. m. care for over a hundred years. There
Market.................. .................................. 1.10 p. m.
iccom odation.................... ...................4.16 p. m. is a heavy penalty against the impor
fOB ALLENTOWN AND POINTS NORTH AND WEST. tation of any other breed of cattle to
Mail.......................................................... 7.39 a. m. the islands, so that the purity of the
Accomodation........................
.9.03 a. m.
Market............................................... .3.20 p. m. breed is unquestionable.
Accommodation..................................... 6.47 p. m.
The first exportations to England
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.
Milk..........................................................6.36 a.m . were from Alderney but the island of
Accomodation......................
6.13 p. m.
Jersey is so much larger that by far
NOBTH.
the greater number of cattle have
Accommodation.....................................7 54 a. m.
Milk..............................................
7.18 p. m.
come from it. The importation of
Jerseys
began about thirty-five years
PHILADELPHIA AND READING R. R.
ago and their registry system is very
SHOBT AND DIBECT BOUTE TO PHILADELPHIA, complete so that if you have a regis
NEW YOBK, NEW ENGLAND, THE
tered animal there would he no diffi
SOUTH AND WEST.
culty in deciding whether she is a
On and after Ju ly 1,1891,
Jersey or not, as the Alderneys and
TBAINS LEAVE COLLEGEVILLE
Guernseys are not admitted to the
(Via. Perkiomen R. R., connecting a t PerkiJersey
Herd Book, hut have a smaller
omen Junction) as follows :
F ob P hiladelphia —week days, 6.36, 8.03, register of their own. The actual dif
а. m., 1.10, 4.16, p. m. Sundays, 6.36, a. m.,
ference between the three breeds is
б.
13, p. m.
F ob New York—weeks days, 6.36, 8.02, a. small, so small that they are often
m., 1.10,4.16, p. m. Sunday, 6.36, a. m. 6.12 p.m.
classed together as Channel Island
F ob P hoenixville , P ottstown and Read
The Guernseys are slightly
ing —week days, 8.03, a. m., 4.16, p. m. Sun cattle.
days, 6.36, a. m.
larger
and
the Alderneys, as a rule, a
Trains for Baltimore, Washington, the South
and West, via. B. &. O. R. R., leave Girard Ave little smaller than the Jerseys.- The
nue Station (P. & R. R. R .,) a t 4.06, 8.01, 11.37,
a. m., 4.24, 5.42, 7.18, p. m. Sundays, Alderney cattle are apt to be of a solid
4.06, 8.01, 11.27, a. m., 4.24, 5.43, 7.13, p. m.
fawn color, while the other breeds vary
ATLANTIC CITY DIVISION.
from light gray to a dark, brown or
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street Wharf and
black. As to their butter producing
South Street Wharf,
POB ATLANTIC CITY.
power, there seems to be no real dif
Week days—Express, 5.15, 8 00, 9.00, 10 45
a. m., ( Saturdays only 1.30,) 2.00, 3.00, 3.30, ference, though each breed has its
4.90, 5.00, 6.00 p. m. Accommodation, 7.40 friends.—Farm, Field and Stockman.
RAILROADS.

WILBUR J. MAUSER,

You w ill get the

worth of your money and
more or less happiness into
the bargain by subscribing
and paying for the INDEPENDENT;

the paper

that has opinions of its
own and says

what it

has to say without fear
or favor.

P AT E N T S
Caveats and Trade Marks btained, and all Pat
ent Business conducted for M O D E R A TE F E E S.
# Our office is opposite the U. 8. Patent Office,
We have no sub-agents, all business direct,
hence can transact patent business in less time
and at less cost than those remote from Wash
ington.
Send .model, drawing, or photo, with descrip
tion. We advise if potentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
A book, “ How to Obtain Patents,” with refer
ences to actual clients in your State, county, or
town. 44dres8
C. A. SNOW & CO.,

Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. 0,

RIGHT FORM OF HENROOST.
A deformity quite common in the
heavy breeds of poultry, writes a
farmer correspondent, is the bent
sternum or breastbone. My attention
was called to it some years ago in my
first flock of .Brahmas. I then thought
it might be a weakness caused by too
close breeding. When succeeding
crosses continued to show more or less
of this curvature it was traced to its
true source, the pressure of the roost
against the breast of young heavy
birds. Thinking, as the fathers had
done, that it was natural and necessary
for poultry to grasp the roost, no way
out of the difficulty presented itself
except the undesirable one of raising
birds of less weight. Later light came
from a little book on ornithology ; in
this I learned that the order of birds
called rasores or scratches, to which
onr chickens belong, naturally .live
and nest on the ground ; their feet not
being designed to grasp, the hind toe
is higher up on the leg than the three
front ones so as to serve as a brace to
steady the bird when resting on a flat
surface ; the aerial birds have their
toes all on a level, fitting them for
grasping firmly their natural roosts in
the trees. I have broad, flat roosts
now, on which motherly biddies sit
comfortably and happy with their toes
spread straight out, and not a deform
ed breastbone or a frosted foot is to
be found among them.—New York
Tribune.
JERSEY OR ALDERNEY,
WHICH ?
It takes a good deal of repetition to
establish a fact, no matter how well it
is known. A recent caller at our
office was disturbed over the fact that
some one had told him that one of his
new Jerseys was an Alderney. The
statement was made because the cow
was a pure dun color without markings
of any sort. This purity of color is
often associated with the Alderney

cow but it is not an infallible proof by

l hi la., a t $3.50. Any person will be welcome to ex
amine these goods and be convinced of their quali
ties. Also to step in the rear of the store room and
see us inake our own stiff hats.The leading styles Silk Hats in various grades.
Sole agent for the unexcelled Stiff lla t Brush a t
25c., regular price 50c. Don’t fail to try one.
DOWNES & W ILLIAM S,
246 E. Main Street,
Mowdays Building,

WM. J. THOMPSON,
LOWER PROVIDENCE, PA

Collegeville Meat Store
A FULL SUPPLY OF

% vcTo)

Had the Hesired Bffeetl LL
Manvillk , R. I., M arch 8,1891.
I , th e undersigned, suffered from epilepsy foi

8 years, h ad no ap p etite and could do no work

—AND—

w h atev er; consulted a n u m b er of doctors, b u t
a ll said th ere was no rem edy fo r m y disease.
I th e n took P a sto r Koenig’s Nerve Tonic, and
am now in perfect health, an d work a ll th e tim e.
T housand th a n k s to your remedy.
P H IL IP MONGEON.
95 P rospect St ., Newark , N. J., M arch2,1891.
I got som e of P aato i Koenig’s N erve Tonio
fo r nervousness an d sleeplessness an d i t
helped m e ; th e first tim e I took i t I had th e
best sleep I h ad h a d fo r several m onths. I
also know friends of m ine who used i t and say
i t is th e b est nerve to n ic th ey ever used. 1
w rite th is th a t some sufferer m ay use your
m edicine a n d be helped by it.
MRS. J . MURPHY.
'—A V alu ab le B o o k o n N erv o u s
D ise ases sent f re e to any address,
aud p o o r patients can also obtain
th is m e d ic in e f re e o f c h a rg e .
This remedy has been prepared by the Reverend
Pastor Koenig, of Fort Wayne, Ind* since 1876. and
Is now prepared under his direction by the

B OL O GN A S

FREE

KOENIG MED. CO.« Chicago, III.
S o ld b y T>m g g ists a t $ 1 p e r B o ttle . 6 fo r 8 5
YAW*
”5. 0 B o ttle s fo r 8 9 .

JE R O M E !
The Stallion JEROME will stand for the sea
son of 1891 at the stables of the Ironbridge
Hotel.
JEROME is a dark brown with black points,
15-3 hands high. He has good style and fs quite
an actor, havtbg made a trial record of 2:52 as a
three yearling.
JEROME was sired by Kennsett, (961,) record
2:36 ; he by Rysdyke’s Hambletonian (10). The
dam was an excellent road mare and could trot
close to three minutes.
For further particulars call on or address,
CHAS. H. DETWILER, V. S.,
Ironbridge, Pa.
Owner.
rAY AUDUBON JR .

"

T h e M o s t S u ccessfu l R em ed y ever discovared, as it Is certain in its effects and does not
blister. Read proof below :

Always on handPORK AND SAUSAGE AND SCRAPPLE
in season. Favor me with your orders.
ISnoly
SAMUEL GOULDY.

Dr.Theel
t o o N o rth F o u rth St*

O v O bel. G re e n , P h ila d elp h ia,
T he m o st re lia b le > u d «uocessful
sp e c ia list fo r a i l d isease s of both
sexes;
U L C E R S , B lotches. P im ples, S or#
M outh, T h ro a t, Ir rita tio n s , S cald
tags.. In fla m m a tio n s, K idneys
v ita lity , W eak buck ,
B la d d e r,
D yspepsia, P ile s, M elancholy
W e akness D e b ility , Im p a ir e d M em ory a n d D e cay , S tric tu re s ,
a l l diseases re s u ltin g fro m y o u th fu l e rro rs o r from overw ork.
Old,Young; o r M id d le A g e d « o n -t.o ff c r an y lo n g er,
c u r e is c e rta in , no ex p e rim e n t. I h a v e e v e ry th in g know n to
m ed ica l an d s u rg ica l science, o b s tin a te a n d old cases so lic ite d ,
n o m a t t e r who fa ile d re lie f a t once. F re s h cases cu red A t o 10 d a y s . E u ro p e an H o sp ital ex p e rien c e in G et m an y , Eng
la n d , F ra n c e a n d A u s tria , as c e rtificate s a n d diplom as p ro v e ,
a n d 26 y e a rs p ra c tic a l exp e rien c e. 10,000 cases e a re d y e a rly .
-g gr A A A w ill b e p aid to an a d v e rtis in g do cto r, who
9 1 u ^ U v U ca n p rove as g r e a t s k ill, know ledge a u d
e x p e rie n c e a n d w ho c a n show as m a n y p a tie n ts p e rm a n e n tly
c u re d a s I ca n a f te r q u acks a n d a d v e rtis in g d octors h a d
r a in e d th e m . S en d 2o. s ta m p for book “ TR U TH ’' an d sw orn
te s tim o n ia ls exp o sin g q u ac k s a n d a d v e rtis in g doctors w ith
t h e i r raise a n d fr a u d u le n t g u a ra n te e s a n d testim o n ia ls, t h e i r
e x___
p e rie
e y do n o t posses a n d t h e ir schem e of re fu n d in g
ie n c e , th ey
' • n d ly ta lk s an
n)jd tth
h e iirr ch e ap
m oney o r frie
a p a n d w o rth less dru g s
n e ith e r o r w h ich cu re s yo u , b u t a r e used as decoys a n d re s u lt
i n ru in o f th o u san d s o f confiding v ictim s. Office H ours ,—
E v e r y d a y from 9 A. M. to S P . M .,ev e n in g s 6 t o 9. W e dnesday
an d S a tu rd a y E venings from 6—10, S u n d ay s from 9 to 12.
R efe ren c es see W e dnesday a n d S a tu rd a y P h ila . Times-

Lost

For

mile east of Areola ; one mile west of Eagle*
ville, Montg. Co., Fa.
Sap,

Sew ® »«

KENDALL’S SPAVIN CURE.

Belvernon, Pa., Nov. 27. *90.
Dr. b . J. K endall Co. :
Gents—I would like to make known to those who
are almost persuaded to use Kendall’s Spavin Cure
tn© fact that I think itis a most excellent Liniment.
J have used iton a Blood Spavin. The horse went on
three legs for three years when I commenced to
use your Kendall’s Spavin Cure. I used ten bot
tles on the horse ana have worked hlnq for three
years since and has not been lame.
Yours truly,
WM. A. CURL.
Germantown, N. Y., Nov. 2, 1889.
Dr. B. J. K endall Co.,
Enosburgh Falls, Vfc.
G ents: In praise of Kendall’s Spavin Cure I will
say, that ay ear ago I had a valuable young horse be
come very lame, hock enlarged and swollen. The
horsemen about here (we have no Veterinary Sur
geon here) pronounced his lameness Blood Spavin
or Thoroughpin, they all told me there was n o
c u r e f o r u , he became about useless, and I cohsidered him almost worthless. A friend told me of
the m erits of your Kendall’s Spavin Cure, so I
bought a bottle, and I could see very plainly great
improvements immediately from its use .and before
the bottle was used up I was satisfied th a t it was
doing him a great deal of good. I bought a second
Dottle and before-it was used up my horse was
c u r e d and has been in the team doing heavy work
all the season since last April, showing no more
signs of it. I consider your Kendall’s Spavin Cure
a valuable medicine, and it should be In every
stable in the land.
Respectfully yours,
EUGENE DEWITT.
Price $1 per bottle, or six bottles for $5. All drug,
gists have i t or can get i t for you, or It will be sent
to any address on receipt of price by the proprietors.
D R . B . J . K E N D A L L C O .,
E n o sb u rg h F a l l s , V e rm o n t.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

OTEN1S

\ A pamphlet of information and ab-JM
\ struct of the laws, showing How to/m
Obtain Patents, Caveats, Trade,^“
' v Marks, Copyrights, sent free./
1 vAddreu MUNN A C O . /
^ 3 6 1 B ro a d w a y ,
New York.

Ladies aud Gents1 H air Dressing Parlors. Natural
Curly Bangs, and Manufacturer of Ladies1 Hair
Goods in general. Mail Orders promptly attended to.
13TH S T ., AB. CHESTNUT. PHILADELPHIA.

P

ATENTS,

TRADE MARKS,
COPYRIGHTS, &c.

procured iti United 8tates and Foreign Coun
tries. Inventors can consult the uudersigned
in person or by mail free of charge. Send or
call for circular. 25 years experience. Branch
office, W a s h in g t o n , D. C. JOHN A. WIEDERSHEIM, 917-919 Chestnut St., Phila. 2janly

ARAW BONE MEAL AND
Baugh
jgh & S
Sons Company.

PHILADELPHIA.

Office, 20 South Delaware Avenue.

B
BAUGH’S OLD ST A N D -B YS
A
U BAUGH’S RAW10NE MANURES BAUGH’S
ANIMAL BONE R ACIDULATED
6
S. C.
$25 A
PHOSPHATE.
PHOSPHATE. W
H
LA R G EST PRODUCERS.
B E S T Q U A L IT Y .

JAY AUDUBON, JK ., will stand for ser
vice, until otherwise ordered, at the residence
of the undersigned owner. Jay Audubon, Jr.,
is a chestnut sorrel, with fine,, smooth coat, 15%
hands high ; coming 5 years old. He is wellproportioned, shows excellent style ; disposition
very good. He exhibits a strong, open gait and
can trot close to 3 minutes.
Jay Audubon, J»., was sired by Jay Audubon,
a fast trotter, and pacer ; he by Jay Gould,
record, 2:28%, by Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, by
Abdallah, by Mambrino by Imported Messenger
The dam of Jay Audubon, Jr., was a fine, well,
bred Hambletonian mare, strong and wellgalted, had considerable speed, and was a firstclass roadster. For terms and further particu
lars call on
JOHN SAYLOR, Owner,

N orristow n , P a .

Fresh and
Smoked Meats

IN CLU DING

BONE AND POTASH COMPOUND

L O W E S T P R IC E S .

FOB SALE BY

Are the inducements for farmers to continue the
use of

Baugh’s Delaware River Chemical Works are
the la r g e st p rod u cers in the w o rld of
Animal Bone Fertilizers.
Think ho.w many years B a u ch ’« Anim al
B one P hosphate has been sold at the low price
of 8 2 5 p er ton in new bags. Baugh’s strictly
pure R a w B on e M eal is also low in price.

S

QUALITY AS GOOD AS EVER.
Send at once for prices and all information
about these articles; and B a u ch ’s A cidulated
S. C* P hosp h ate, K a in it, M u riate o f
P o ta sh , N itrate o f Soda, G enuine N ora
S cotia Land P la ster, etc.

BONE

W m . H a llo w e ll, H a tb o ro .
J oh n J . W h ite, L an sd a le.
S eth L u k en s, North W a le s.
R o tzell & R a ik e , D o y lesto w n .
Isa a c B . Cornm an, M erlon Square*
J . M. K en d a ll, Linfield.
I . R . R o seu b erg cr & B r o ., Colm ar.
A n d rew E rv in , H un tin gd on V alley.
G ristock <fc Van tier slice , C o lleg ev ille.
F . D . H a r tz e ll’s Son«, Chalfont.
Sn p plee Bro«. Sc Co., R o sem o n t.
J o s. C* C raw ford, C onshohocken.
D illin Sc Son, Ardm ore.
Every crop need, and any substantial
Raw Bone M anure, required for soil im 
provement, can be supplied by B A U G H
Sc
Original M anu
& SONS COMPANY,
COM PA
facturers
Bone Phosphate.
facturen of Maw Bo

Dataware River Chamlaal Werke, foot“«
»
»Merrf* to Meere Sie , Philadelphie, P«,
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